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Individual! 897! 902! 908! 910! 915! 916! 921!
Sex! F! M! M! F! F! F! M!
Mass!(kg)! 79! 113! 135! 98! 129! 96! 137!
Length!(cm)! 157! 171! 188! 166! 164! 164! 174!
AxGirth!(cm)! 112! 124! 133! 114! 131! 120! 136!
Deployment!
period!
11!Apr!B!27!Nov!! 09!Apr!–!6!Dec!! 09!Apr!B!13!Aug!! 11!Apr!B!20!Oct!! 9!Apr!B!11!Oct!! 11!Apr!B!8!Dec! 11!Apr!B!20!Aug!
Study!period! 11!Apr!B!1!Nov!! 09!Apr!B!28!Sep!! 09!Apr!B!13!Aug!! 14!Apr!B!19!Oct!! 9!Apr!B!3!Oct!! 14!Apr!B!29!Nov! 13!Apr!B!14!Aug!
Trips!(of!which!
were!transits)!
24!(0)! 16!(4)! 6!(2)! 18!(0)! 15!(2)! 23!(2)! 6!(0)!
(days)! 6.36±0.30! 6.46±2.06! 14.17±4.19! 8.52±1.42! 7.80±2.41! 7.09±0.60! 15.43±1.08!
No.!of!dives! 3968! 2470! 2123! 4097! 2601! 4219! 2508!
MaxDep!(m)! 40.85±0.08! 33.65±0.13! 38.99±0.13! 42.95±0.08! 44.26±0.12! 44.99±0.12! 53.67±0.18!
DiveDur!(min)! 3.94±0.01! 3.38±0.01! 3.90±0.01! 3.89±0.01! 4.77±0.01! 3.59±0.01! 3.69±0.01!











Term:! Light! s(Lat,!Lon)! s(Bathy)! s(HorizSpeed)! s(DiveDur)! s(TempStr)! s(JulianDay)! s(Gravel)! s(Sand)! s(Mud)! s(Ind)!
F! 444.3! 15.0! 29.9! 57.8! 2132.4! 9.8! 19.7! 7.9! 1.6! 3.6! 38.3!
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Parameter! Dive!1! Dive!2! Dive!3! Dive!4! Dive56!!!! 0.007! 0.001! O0.005! O0.013! O0.007!!!!! 11.920! 12.332! 13.324! 12.309! 13.434!!! 0.367! 0.373! 0.785! 0.374! 0.756!!!! ! O2.957! O3.603! O1.452! O3.329! O1.409!!!!! ! 3.979! 4.493! 6.144! 5.166! 7.230!
ESTIMATED!
! ! ! ! !!!!! 1.724! 2.149! 5.279! 1.968! 4.345!!!!! ! 14.395! 14.774! 25.539! 14.684! 23.521!
TRUE!








































































































































































































































































! !!,! ! = !!!" !!!!" !!!!! !!!, ! ∈ 1,2,3 !!!!!! = 1,… , !"#$!


























































































































































































































































































































































! !. !"#$(!) = !(!) + !"#$#%(! − 1)!!(! + 1)!~! (!. !"#$(!), !)!













































































































































































































































































! D! B! A! D! B! A!
D! 7! 10! 10! H0.055! H0.080! H0.060!
B! 2! 5! 5! 0.020! 0! 0!





! D! B! A! D! B! A!
D! H0.055! H0.080! H0.060! H0.048! H0.083! H0.055!
B! 0.020! 0! 0! 0.018! H0.010! 0.001!
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!
Figure!5.2.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!
on!a!simulated!dive!with!an!accurate!and!precise!prior!on!inertia!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!
behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!
step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.! !
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!!
Figure!5.3!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!a!
simulated!dive!with!an!accurate!and!precise!prior!on!inertia!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!the!dive.!
!
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!
Figure!5.4.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!
on!a!simulated!dive!with!an!accurate!and!imprecise!prior!on!inertia!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!
behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!
step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.!
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!
Figure!5.5.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!a!
simulated!dive!with!an!accurate!and!imprecise!prior!on!inertia!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!the!dive.!
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Figure!5.6.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!
on!a!simulated!dive!with!an!inaccurate!and!imprecise!prior!on!inertia!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!
behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!
step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.! !
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!
Figure!5.7.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!a!
simulated!dive!with!an!inaccurate!and!imprecise!prior!on!inertia!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!the!dive.! !
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!
Figure!5.8.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!
on!a!simulated!dive!with!an!inaccurate!and!precise!prior!on!inertia!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!
behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!
step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.!
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!
Figure!5.9.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!a!
simulated!dive!with!an!inaccurate!and!precise!prior!on!inertia!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!the!dive.!
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Figure!5.10.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!
run!on!dive!1!with!a!prior!on!inertia!selected!according!to!the!maximum!dive!depth!(see!chapter!4!models)!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!
the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!
the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.! !
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!
Figure!5.11.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!!
dive!1.! !
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!
Figure!5.12.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!
run!on!dive!2!with!a!prior!on!inertia!selected!according!to!the!maximum!dive!depth!(see!chapter!4!models)!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!
the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!
the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.!
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!
Figure!5.13.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!!
dive!2.! !
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!
Figure!5.14.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!
run!on!dive!3!with!a!prior!on!inertia!selected!according!to!the!maximum!dive!depth!(see!chapter!4!models)!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!
the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!
the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.! !
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!
Figure!5.15.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!!
dive!3.! !
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!
Figure!5.16.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!
run!on!dive!4!with!a!prior!on!inertia!selected!according!to!the!maximum!dive!depth!(see!chapter!4!models)!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!
the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!
the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.! !
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!
Figure!5.17.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!!
dive!4.! !
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!
Figure!5.18.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!
run!on!dive!5!with!a!prior!on!inertia!selected!according!to!the!maximum!dive!depth!(see!chapter!4!models)!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!
the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!
the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.!
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!
Figure!5.19.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!!
dive!5.! !
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Figure!5.20.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!
run!on!dive!6!with!a!prior!on!inertia!selected!according!to!the!maximum!dive!depth!(see!chapter!4!models)!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!
the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!
the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.! !
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!
Figure!5.21.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!!
dive!6.! !
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!
Figure!5.22.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!
run!on!dive!7!with!a!prior!on!inertia!selected!according!to!the!maximum!dive!depth!(see!chapter!4!models)!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!
the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!
the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.! !
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!
Figure!5.23.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!!
dive!7.! !
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!
Figure!5.24.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!
run!on!dive!8!with!a!prior!on!inertia!selected!according!to!the!maximum!dive!depth!(see!chapter!4!models)!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!
the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!
the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.! !
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!
Figure!5.25.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!!
dive!8.! !
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!
Figure!5.26.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!
run!on!dive!9!with!a!prior!on!inertia!selected!according!to!the!maximum!dive!depth!(see!chapter!4!models)!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!
the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!
the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.! !
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Figure!5.27.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!!
dive!9.! !
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!
Figure!5.28.!The!BSm!dive!zone!and!reconstructed!posterior!mean!dive!paths!(upper!row)!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!
run!on!dive!10!with!a!prior!on!inertia!selected!according!to!the!maximum!dive!depth!(see!chapter!4!models)!of!the!coefficient!for!time!through!
the!dive.!The!posterior!estimates!for!behavioural!state!are!shown!as!different!colours!on!the!timeHdepth!profile!of!the!dive!and!compared!with!
the!true!behavioural!state!each!time!step!(lower!row).!State!1!is!descent,!state!2!is!bottom,!state!3!is!ascent.! !
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!
Figure!5.29.!Prior!and!posterior!distribution!of!the!drift!parameter!for!each!state!for!the!multiHstate!random!walk!movement!model!run!on!!
dive!10.
!
!6 !!
Synthesis! !
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6.1 Summary!of!work!
With!this!collection!of!analyses!I!have!investigated!the!use!of!space!in!the!vertical!dimension!
with!respect!to!dive!depth!in!three!seal!species,!elephant!seals!and!grey!seals.!Because!
diving!and!depth!use!are!measured!remotely!using!animal!telemetry!devices,!there!are!
practical!difficulties!relating!to!1)!knowing!what!information!to!record!for!studying!depth!
use!and!how!to!summarize!it,!2)!getting!information!back!at!a!relevant!resolution,!and!3)!
knowing!how!to!interpret!that!information!in!the!absence!of!independent!observations.!The!
methods!developed!in!this!thesis!make!use!of!dive!data!that!have!been!collected!using!CTDI
SRDLs,!GPS!phone!tags!and!a!prototype!archival!accelerometer!tag,!and!address!point!3),!in!
order!to!make!the!analysis!of!existing!data!more!effective!and!improve!methods!of!data!
collection!in!future!studies!of!diving!and!depth!use!in!seals.!
6.2 Conclusions!
6.2.1 Maximum!dive!depth!in!grey!seals!in!the!UK!
The!depthIuse!maps!generated!using!predictions!from!a!GAM!for!maximum!dive!depth!in!
grey!seals!show!that!individuals!have!different!patterns!of!dive!depth!even!when!they!are!in!
the!same!geographical!area!and!have!the!same!depth!available!to!them.!The!dominant!
patterns!in!the!maps!of!the!proportional!use!of!the!water!column,!where!zero!means!the!
seal!was!diving!very!shallowly!and!one!means!the!seal!was!diving!to!the!seabed,!is!that!use!
of!the!water!column!varies!spatially!in!three!dimensions!(geographically!and!with!water!
depth),!and!also!temporally,!according!to!light!conditions.!The!relationship!between!
maximum!dive!depth!and!dive!duration,!the!strongest!predictor!of!dive!depth!in!the!model,!
is!likely!an!important!one!for!understanding!the!activity!budgets!of!seals!in!different!areas!in!
combination!with!dive!depth.!!
!
The!diurnal!variation!in!maximum!dive!depth!was!present!in!all!individuals,!but!the!effect!
also!varied!spatially!within!individual.!One!area!in!which!there!was!no!light!effect!on!
maximum!dive!depth!was!the!Dogger!Bank.!The!diurnal!effect!is!apparent!across!the!study!
area!except!for!very!close!inshore,!and!this!suggests!that!there!is!some!characteristic!of!the!
environment!on!the!Dogger!Bank!that!makes!it!better!to!dive!to!the!bottom!irrespective!of!
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daylight!or!darkness.!This!result!is!counterIintuitive!with!respect!to!sandeel!behaviour,!a!
known!grey!seal!prey!type!that!has!high!relative!abundance!on!the!Dogger!Bank!and!are!
found!in!the!water!column!during!the!day!and!bury!themselves!in!the!sediment!at!night.!If!
the!seals!were!tracking!this!behaviour!they!might!be!expected!to!dive!shallower!at!night!
when!they!are!less!likely!to!encounter!sandeels.!However,!there!might!be!other!benthic!or!
demersal!prey!to!exploit!at!night.!In!addition,!the!Dogger!Bank!is!the!biggest!shallow!bank!in!
this!part!of!the!North!Sea!so!it!might!be!that!the!depth!to!which!seals!would!dive!to!during!
darkness!in!other!deeper!areas!corresponds!to!the!maximum!available!dive!depth!on!the!
Dogger!Bank.!!
!
Shallow!dives!and!extended!surface!intervals!have!been!linked!to!food!processing!in!grey!
seals!and!found!to!occur!most!often!at!night!after!feeding!(Sparling!et!al.!2007a).!The!
presence!of!more!shallow!dives!during!darkness!might!be!responsible!for!the!reduced!
average!night!time!dive!depth!in!this!dataset,!but!does!the!lack!of!shallower!night!time!dives!
on!the!Dogger!Bank!suggest!that!seals!do!not!perform!processing!dives!when!they!are!in!this!
area!or!that!the!depth!of!processing!dives!is!indistinguishable!from!foraging!and!travelling!
dives?!Data!on!successful!foraging!and!heart!rate!from!seals!on!the!Dogger!Bank!would!help!
answer!this!question.!Maps!of!sediment!type!at!dive!locations!revealed!an!association!with!
gravel!patches,!as!in!previous!studies!(McConnell!et!al.!1999,!Aarts!et!al.!2008),!which!can!
be!found!throughout!the!North!Sea!as!well!as!on!the!Dogger!Bank.!However,!it!could!also!be!
that!high!percentage!of!gravel!and!high!density!of!sandeels!on!the!Dogger!Bank!means!that!
this!effect!is!more!pronounced!since!other!sediment!types!are!not!available!in!this!area.!!
!
The!presence!of!a!diurnal!variation!in!dive!depth!might!also!signal!towards!the!type!of!
activity!or!the!type!of!foraging!that!animals!engage!in!in!an!area.!The!areas!with!the!least!
diurnal!variation!in!maximum!dive!depth!after!the!Dogger!Bank!and!inshore!areas!is!a!
latitudinal!corridor!at!approximately!0!degrees!longitude.!Many!of!the!seal!tracks!traverse!
this!area!rapidly!and!directly,!which!suggests!that!they!might!be!travelling!through!it,!and!if!
so,!that!dive!depth!does!not!vary!diurnally!during!travel,!at!least!in!this!area.!This!could!be!
related!to!the!probability!of!encountering!prey!at!different!depths!in!different!areas.!
!
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Although!the!regression!model!for!maximum!dive!depth!in!grey!seals!illustrates!these!
aspects!of!depth!use!on!the!east!coast!of!the!UK!that!had!not!previously!been!directly!
addressed,!the!model!failed!to!capture!the!finer!details!of!why!seals!dive!to!different!depths!
under!what!conditions!and!in!certain!areas.!A!reason!for!this!is!likely!to!be!the!lack!of!
information!on!fineIscale!temporal!variation!in!diving!behaviour,!such!as!dive!bouts.!Though!
this!could!be!incorporated!into!the!kind!of!regression!model!fitted!here,!a!preferable!
approach!would!be!to!build!a!model!that!uses!information!about!what!triggers!shallow!or!
deep!dives,!i.e.,!the!mechanism!that!drives!the!alternation!between!shallow!and!deep!dives.!
6.2.2 Using!the!BSm!to!represent!dives!
The!consequences!of!using!different!numbers!of!points!(1!to!9!breakpoints)!to!represent!
abstracted!dives!were!investigated!as!a!case!study!using!a!sample!of!10!detailed!dives!from!
archival!data.!This!showed!that!the!four!iterations!of!the!BSm!algorithm!currently!used!(4!
breakpoints),!achieve!an!appropriate!balance!between!the!information!gained!by!sending!
an!additional!point!(in!terms!of!the!reduction!in!residual!error)!and!the!energy!cost!onI
board!the!tag!of!sending!more!points.!However,!a!small!residual!error!(the!point!at!which!
the!abstracted!profile!is!furthest!vertically!from!the!true!path)!cannot!be!directly!
interpreted!as!an!indication!of!the!abstracted!profile!being!a!good!representation!of!the!
true!profile.!The!relationship!between!the!vertical!residual!and!an!index!of!the!timeIdepth!
area!enclosed!within!the!dive!zone!(the!dive!zone!index)!were!visually!compared!with!the!
RSS!for!the!abstracted!profile!(the!squared!sum!of!vertical!distances!between!the!abstracted!
and!true!paths)!but!neither!consistently!explained!the!fit!of!the!abstracted!profile!based!on!
a!sample!of!ten!dives.!This!suggests!that!abstracted!profiles!may!not!contain!the!necessary!
information!to!assess!fit!post!hoc.!Nonetheless,!being!able!to!construct!a!dive!zone!and!
derive!limits!about!abstracted!dives!proved!to!be!an!essential!step!in!quantifying!the!
process!by!which!abstracted!dive!data!are!collected,!and!ultimately!in!building!a!model!of!
diving!behaviour!in!depth!and!time.!
6.2.3 Simple!and!multiIstate!SSMs!for!reconstructing!dive!trajectories!and!depth!
use!profiles!
The!three!singleIstate!SMMs!developed!here!illustrate!that!even!a!relatively!simple!
movement!model!can!be!useful!in!reconstructing!the!depth!use!profile!of!a!single!dive.!The!
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only!obstacle!to!making!the!biased!random!walk!model!a!tool!for!use!on!large!datasets!of!
many!dives!is!computation!time,!so!this!is!the!priority!for!future!work!to!make!it!a!userI
friendly!and!practical!method.!The!performance!of!these!models!was!not!as!good!with!
regard!to!the!reconstructed!dive!trajectories,!which!did!not!consistently!outperform!the!
piecewise!linear!BSm!trajectory.!This!highlights!the!importance!of!biological!information!
when!modelling!animal!movement!at!fine!scales!in!the!vertical!dimension.!!
!
The!need!for!biological!information!was!addressed!here!by!introducing!multiple!behavioural!
states,!and!a!behavioural!covariate!to!the!movement!model.!This!multiIstate!model!
provides!a!method!for!estimating!the!distribution!of!depths!at!which!elephant!seals!focus!
their!time!while!diving!and!can!potentially!estimate!values!of!behavioural!covariates!at!
those!depths.!This!depth!distribution!is!assumed!to!represent!areas!in!geographical!and!
environmental!space!where!seals!search!for!and,!potentially,!acquire!prey,!which!are!of!
interest!regarding!ecology!and!conservation!(Biuw!et!al.!2007).!This!model!formulation!is!a!
new!approach!to!the!analysis!of!abstracted!dive!data,!such!as!those!collected!by!CTDISRDLs.!
With!it,!it!is!possible!to!reconstruct!a!realistic,!nearIcontinuous!dive!trajectory!from!
abstracted!data!and!learn!about!aspects!of!the!behaviour!of!a!seal!on!diveIbyIdive!basis.!
The!strength!of!this!approach!is!that!it!is!expandable!and!theoretically!sound.!Once!the!
fitting!process!has!been!accelerated!it!will!be!a!workable!solution!to!the!behavioural!
analysis!of!dive!data!from!elephant!seals.!
!
These!four!stateIspace!movement!models!incorporate!three!of!the!four!elements!that!
contribute!to!understanding!the!drivers!behind!animal!movement!according!to!Schick!et!al.!
(2008).!These!include!having!a!likelihoodIbased!framework!and!an!adequately!complex!
process!model,!and!addressing!the!behavioural!patterns!that!are!present!in!dive!data.!The!
element!that!is!not!addressed!in!the!context!of!this!work!is!a!means!of!distinguishing!
between!intrinsic!and!extrinsic!drivers!of!inferred!behaviour.!
!
One!criticism!of!random!walk!models!for!movement!is!that!they!may!be!well!suited!to!
describing!a!movement!process!at!one!scale!but!illIsuited!to!another!(Schick!et!al.!2008).!A!
realistic!and!feasible!extension!to!these!dive!models,!once!fitting!time!is!accelerated,!will!be!
to!model!the!diving!behaviour!of!an!animal!along!a!multiIdive!track,!maintaining!a!withinI
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dive!treatment!of!movement!but!also!using!information!from!previous!dives!to!estimate!
movement!and!behavioural!covariates!for!the!current!dive.!This!will!preserve!the!relevant!
scale!for!modelling!individual!dives!but!will!place!them!in!context!at!a!scale!that!is!also!
relevant!to!the!overall!movement!ecology!of!the!animal.!The!manifestation!of!dives!as!
building!blocks!of!behavioural!bouts,!trips,!or!whole!migrations!is!a!muchIneeded!expansion!
to!the!treatment!diving!behaviour,!one!that!incorporates!multiple!scales!simultaneously!and!
deals!with!them!appropriately.!!!
6.3 Future!research!
The!movement!model!framework!developed!here!represents!an!attempt!to!formulate!
biologyIdriven!process!models!that!incorporate!what!we!already!know!about!diving!
behaviour!in!deepIdiving!seals,!fully!account!for!the!observation!process,!the!measurement!
error!therein,!and!to!exploit!the!fact!that!the!process!by!which!the!observations!and!
associated!measurement!errors!arise!are!deterministic!and!known.!What!these!models!do!
not!do!at!this!stage!is!incorporate!environmental!covariates,!though!it!is!a!natural!extension!
made!possible!by!the!existence!of!in!situ!environmental!data!collected!by!CTDISRDLs!and!
other!SRDLs!under!development!to!incorporate!new!sensors.!!!!
!
The!relatively!poor!predictive!power!of!the!regression!model!developed!in!chapter!2!and!its!
inability!to!accurately!predict!changes!in!behaviour!of!a!timeIseries!of!dives!highlights!the!
need!to!develop!models!that!contain!more!information!about!the!mechanisms!of!behaviour!
at!multiple!time!scales.!Integrating!of!the!kind!of!framework!developed!by!McClintock!et!al.!
(2012)!for!modelling!movement!in!two!spatial!dimensions!as!a!collection!of!movement!
strategies,!and!the!methods!developed!here!to!model!depth!use,!would!provide!a!powerful!
tool!with!which!to!study!the!atIsea!behaviour!of!seals!and!other!marine!divers!in!all!four!
dimensions,!and!make!inferences!about!mechanisms!of!behaviour.!
!
This!body!of!work!goes!some!way!to!increasing!our!understanding!of!where,!when,!and!why!
seals!dive!to!different!depths.!A!clearer!understanding!of!the!distribution!and!behaviour!of!
seals!in!the!vertical!dimension!will!contribute!to!what!is!known!about!other!aspects!of!their!
biology,!as!well!as!their!vulnerability!to!human!activity!in!the!water!column.! !
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Appendix!I:!The!generalized!data!collection!protocol!for!
SMRU!CTDISRDL!and!GPS!phone!tags!
!
aka!“A!day!in!the!life!of!a!SMRU!CTDISRDL”
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The!protocol!for!data!collection!by!SMRU!CTDISRDL!and!GPS!phone!tags!has!not!been!
previously!documented!in!detail.!The!information!presented!here!is!the!result!of!study!of!
the!existing!documentation!and!software!specifications!made!available!by!SMRU!for!tagI
users,!and!interviews!with!Phil!Lovell,!SMRU,!who!has!been!primarily!responsible!for!the!
development!of!this!software.!
7.1 Introduction!
The!development!and!manufacture!of!animal!telemetry!devices!(hereafter,!tags)!by!the!Sea!
Mammal!Research!Unit!(SMRU)!started!in!the!late!1980s.!Research!and!development!are!
onIgoing,!but!a!tag!that!has!been!routinely!deployed,!particularly!on!wideIranging!polar!
marine!mammals,!since!its!inception!in!the!early!2000’s,!is!the!ConductivityITemperatureI
Depth!Satellite!Data!Relay!Logger,!or!CTDISRDL!(Fig!7.1).!The!niche!of!this!instrument!in!the!
rapidly!expanding!field!of!animal!telemetry!is!to!remotely!and!autonomously!collect!and!
transmit!simultaneous!hydrographic!and!behavioural!data!from!airIbreathing!marine!
vertebrates.!CTDISRDLs!are!particularly!relevant!for!animals,!which!longIterm!dataset!are!
required,!and!from!which!archival!tags!can!seldom,!if!ever,!be!recovered.!These!devices!
have!been!developed!specifically!for!the!remote!collection!and!satellite!transmission!of!
longIterm!behavioural!and!hydrographic!data!from!wideIranging!migratory!marine!
vertebrates.!CTDISRDLs!have!been!deployed!on!a!wide!range!of!animals!(Fedak!et!al.!2002).!
!
CTDISRDLs!are!designed,!built!and!programmed!inIhouse!by!a!small!team!of!softI!and!
hardware!engineers!in!collaboration!with!marine!mammal!scientists.!The!tags’!program!
specifications!are!adjusted!on!a!caseIbyIcase!basis!specifically!for!each!deployment!and!in!
accordance!with!user!requirements,!within!the!limits!of!the!capabilities!of!the!tag,!given!
known!constraints.!This!system!combines!a!logger!and!a!transmitter.!The!operation!of!the!
logger!is!managed!by!a!controller!(chip),!which!interfaces!with!the!sensors!to!handle!data!
inputs!and!is!programmed!in!C.!When!activated,!the!UHF!transmitter!relays!the!information!
that!is!compiled!by!the!controller,!according!to!a!time!schedule!it!dictates.!The!consequence!
of!finite!battery!life!of!the!telemetry!device,!and!the!limited!bandwidth!of!the!satellite!
system!used!to!relay!data!to!the!ground!station,!is!that!data!must!be!reduced!in!size!prior!to!
transmission.!It!should!be!noted!however,!that!even!when!longevity!of!the!device!is!
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forfeited!for!higher!resolution!data,!there!is!still!an!upper!limit!to!the!throughput!and!rate!of!
information!transfer!this!device!is!capable!of.!!
!
The!limiting!factor!in!terms!of!energy!is!the!balance!between!the!rate!of!data!collection!and!
the!transmission!of!the!data!(Fig!7.2).!Routine!sampling!of!the!instrument’s!sensors!requires!
little!energy!(Boehme!et!al.!2009).!The!satellite!system!used!by!CTDISRDLs!to!transmit!the!
information!they!record!consists!of!six!polar!orbiting!satellites!operated!by!Argos!(Argos,!
1989,!1996).!Information!is!sent!from!the!tag!to!the!satellite!in!units,!or!messages!known!as!
uplinks.!Uplinks!can!be!up!to!960!msec!in!duration!and!require!a!minimum!of!40!sec!
between!attempted!transmissions.!The!prescribed!message!length!accepted!by!System!
Argos!is!fixed!at!256!bits,!of!which!28!bits!are!used!to!identify!the!PTT!number!of!the!
instrument.!This!leaves!228!bits!per!message!for!behavioural!and!hydrographic!data,!which!
are!transmitted!using!several!separate!messages!(5!according!to!tag!program!
CTD_GEN_07B).!As!a!result,!the!software!and!processing!routines!implemented!onIboard!
CTDISRDLs!have!been!developed!over!many!years!to!try!to!maximise!the!amount!of!
biologically!and!hydrographically!relevant!information!that!can!be!sent,!while!using!the!least!
possible!amount!of!bandwidth!(Fedak!et!al.!2001).!Within!this!framework!instruments!can!
be!individually!programmed!to!collect!and!transmit!information!according!to!the!behaviour!
of!the!target!species,!the!questions!of!interest,!and!the!range!of!hydrographic!conditions!
the!animal!is!expected!to!encounter.!The!collection!and!compression!routines!for!the!
behavioural!and!hydrographic!data!have!already!been!described!by!Fedak!et!al.!(2002!and!
2006)!and!Boehme!et!al.!(2009),!respectively.!!
!
The!aim!of!this!Appendix!is!to!provide!a!detailed!description!of!the!order!of!events!that!take!
place!onIboard!a!CTDISRDL,!primarily!to!illustrate!the!way!the!dive!data!analysed!
throughout!this!thesis!arise,!but!also!to!highlight!the!strengths,!limitations!and!potential!
applications!of!the!data!returned!by!the!instruments.!Two!types!of!instruments!were!used!
in!the!collection!of!the!dive!data!analysed!here;!GPS!phone!tags!(chapter!2)!and!CTDISRDLs!
(chapter!3,!4!and!5).!CTDISRDLs!incorporate!hydrographic!sensors!for!measuring!
temperature!and!conductivity!whereas!GPS!phone!tags!used!to!collect!the!data!in!this!study!
only!have!a!temperature!sensor.!The!CTDISRDL!software!specification!CTD_GEN_07B,!
developed!in!2007!for!deployments!on!southern!elephant!seals!is!used!as!a!working!
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example!to!illustrate!the!data!collection,!abstraction!and!compression!routines!carried!out!
onIboard!a!CTDISRDL.!Where!the!operation!of!CTDISRDLs!differs!substantially!from!GPS!
phone!tags,!with!regard!to!the!collection!of!dive!data!according!to!the!GPSIGSM!SRDL!
software!specification!MONK_08A!used!for!the!grey!seal!dataset!analysed!in!chapter!2,!both!
processes!are!described!and!the!differences!highlighted!in!Box!7.1.!
7.2 General!housekeeping!
CTDISRDLs!incorporate!a!number!of!sensors!as!well!as!an!internal!clock,!a!transmitter,!a!
battery!cell!and!a!USB!interface!port!socket.!The!sensors!include!a!wet/dry!sensor,!pressure!
sensor,!temperature!sensor!and!conductivity!sensor!(Boehme!et!al.!2009).!Sensors!are!
checked!routinely!and!the!readings!are!used!to!schedule!data!collection,!processing,!storage!
and!transmission!tasks!according!to!userIspecified!criteria.!The!sequence!of!events!
according!to!which!data!are!accumulated!by!CTDISRDLs!programmed!with!CTD_GEN_07B!is!
described!and!illustrated.!The!yearIcounter!in!the!internal!clock!can!take!values!between!0!
and!3,!where!year!0!is!expected!to!be!a!leap!year.!The!clock!is!set!to!the!appropriate!year!
value!at!the!time!of!programming!for!deployment,!to!prevent!errors!in!date!and!time!
resulting!from!the!different!number!of!days!present!in!a!leap!year.!Should!tags!that!are!
more!than!4!years!old!be!refurbished!for!reIdeployment,!both!the!internal!clock!and!yearI
counter!will!need!to!be!reset!to!the!appropriate!year!at!deployment.!
!
After!initial!activation,!the!default!state!of!a!CTDISRDL!is!to!be!idle.!The!instrument!becomes!
active!for!routine!sampling!of!the!wet/dry!and!pressure!sensors!(Box!7.1)!every!4!sec!
according!to!its!internal!clock.!This!is!the!tag’s!basic!heartbeat.!This!clock!can!drift!up!to!0.1!
sec!per!day!due!to!temperature!fluctuations.!The!controller!determines!if!the!tag!is!
submerged!in!water!by!inducing!a!potential!across!two!copper!lugs!on!the!outside!of!the!tag!
and!measuring!the!resulting!current.!The!force!exerted!on!the!pressure!sensor!is!the!sum!of!
physical!and!electrical!changes!in!response!to!temperature!(hysteresis),!the!weight!of!the!
water!column!above!the!instrument!and!the!atmospheric!conditions,!and!is!measured!in!
dbar.!The!effect!of!atmospheric!variation!(average!1013.25!bar)!is!expected!to!be!negligible!
compared!to!hysteresis!since!1mbar!of!pressure!is!exerted!by!1cm!of!water!and!the!animals!
on!which!tags!are!deployed!can!routinely!dive!to!many!hundreds!of!meters.!As!a!result,!
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pressure!readings!taken!at!successive!surfacing’s!may!vary!by!0.1%!of!FSD!(full!scale!
deflection,!or!measurement!range!of!the!sensor).!To!avoid!negative!pressure!readings!a!
deliberate!10!dbar!offset!is!added!to!the!pressure!sensor!calibration.!These!pressure!
readings!are!corrected!using!a!surface!pressure!measurement,!which!is!obtained!whenever!
the!wet/dry!sensor!reads!dry,!and!is!known!as!the!zeroIoffset.!The!corrected!pressure!
readings!are!used!to!calculate!depth.!The!instrument!can!deal!with!depth!in!two!ways,!
depending!on!the!context.!The!hydrographic!data!uses!the!corrected!pressure!measurement!
itself,!while!for!behavioural!samples!pressure!is!converted!to!depth!and!stored!with!a!
resolution!of!1!decimeter!(1!dbar!≅!0.1!m)!until!further!processing.!!
7.3 Behavioural!states!and!the!samples!buffer!
The!4!sec!samples!are!stored!in!a!dedicated!memory!space!called!the!“samples!buffer”.!The!
information!held!in!the!samples!buffer!is!used!to!decide!the!behavioural!state!of!the!tag.!
Behavioural!state!is!modeled!on!a!threeIstate,!simplified!description!of!seal!behaviour.!
Standard!behavioural!states!for!seals!are!“hauled!out”,!“diving”!or!“at!the!surface”.!States!
“hauled!out”!and!“diving”!are!defined!by!a!set!of!criteria,!including!constraints!on!one!or!
more!sensors,!and!a!time!limit!for!which!these!constraints!must!hold!true!for!a!behavioural!
state!to!qualify!(Box!7.1i).!State!“at!the!surface”!is!the!complement!of!“hauled!out”!and!
“diving”.!The!tag!program!designed!for!elephant!seals!includes!a!fourth!behavioural!state,!
called!a!“cruise”,!which!describes!expended!periods!“at!the!surface”.!!Information!about!
behavioural!states!is!used!to!construct!summaries!of!behaviour!over!a!set!time!period.!
Summary!data!are!assembled!every!6!hrs!according!to!CTD_GEN_07B!(MONK_08A:!2!hrs).!
The!4!sec!samples!are!processed!and!dictate!what!actions!should!be!carried!out!next.!For!
example.!if!the!animal!is!at!the!surface,!a!transmission!should!be!attempted,!if!the!animal!is!
in!the!descent!phase!of!a!dive,!then!dive!information!should!be!collected,!if!the!animal!is!in!
the!ascent!phase!of!a!dive,!then!CTD!data!may!need!to!be!collected.!!
!
The!size!of!the!samples!buffer!is!dictated!by!the!number!of!4!sec!samples!collected!during!
the!longest!of!the!qualifying!periods!for!a!behavioural!state,!for!example!the!start!of!a!
haulout!(Box!7.1i).!Processing!of!the!information!in!the!“samples!buffer”!is!scheduled!to!
happen!approximately!every!minute,!when!the!tag!will!work!through!the!stored!samples!
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trying!to!allocate!each!sample!in!turn!to!one!of!the!behavioural!states.!If!this!coincides!with!
other!activity!onIboard!the!tag,!e.g.!a!transmission,!processing!is!deferred!until!after!the!
next!4!sec!sample.!Furthermore,!the!entry!and!exit!criteria!for!some!behavioural!states!are!
timeIdependent,!so,!as!the!each!4!sec!sample!is!considered,!it!may!be!necessary!to!“look!
ahead”!through!subsequent!samples!to!work!out!which!state!applies!to!the!time!of!
sampling.!Sometimes!there!will!not!be!enough!samples!to!determine!which!state!applies.!In!
these!cases!processing!is!deferred!until!the!appropriate!information!is!available.!!
7.3.1 The!dive!shape!buffer!
Once!a!number!of!samples!is!encountered!that!satisfy!the!dive!start!criteria!(Box!7.1i),!
subsequent!samples!are!transferred!to!a!“dive!shape!buffer”,!which!is!ready!to!receive!timeI
depth!information!about!a!dive.!This!dive!shape!buffer!can!hold!up!to!256!entries!(500!since!
2010).!As!processing!continues!through!the!samples!buffer,!depth!samples!are!added!to!the!
dive!shape!buffer!until!the!criteria!for!the!end!of!the!dive!are!met.!!
!
If!all!256!entries!are!filled!before!the!end!of!a!dive!(i.e.!when!dive!duration!exceeds!4x256!≅!
17!min),!alternate!entries!are!discarded,!leaving!128!entries,!8!sec!apart.!Only!every!other!4!
sec!sample!is!added!from!then!on.!If!the!buffer!is!filled!with!entries!that!are!8!sec!apart!(up!
to!dive!duration!34!min),!alternate!entries!are!again!discarded!leaving!128!samples,!16!sec!
apart.!Only!every!fourth!4!sec!sample!is!added!from!then!on.!For!practical!purposes,!it!holds!
true!for!the!transmitted!dive!data!that!this!process!continues!indefinitely!up!to!maximum!
possible!dive!durations.!The!implication!of!this!data!collection!regime!is!that!a)!the!internal!
time!resolution!differs!for!dives!of!different!duration:!4!sec!for!dives!up!to!17.1!min!long,!8!
sec!for!dives!up!to!34.1!min,!16!sec!for!dives!up!to!68.3!min,!32!sec!for!dives!up!to!136.5!
min,!as!dive!duration!increases,!and!b)!that!the!time!resolution!is!implicit!for!a!dive!of!given!
duration.!!
!
The!resulting!information!stored!in!the!dive!shape!buffer!includes!a!sequence!of!depths!of!
known!sampling!resolution,!e.g.!230!samples!taken!every!8!sec!gives!an!approximate!dive!
duration!of!31!min.!Dive!duration!is!stored!at!a!4!sec!resolution!regardless!of!the!duration!of!
the!dive.!Irrespective!of!the!number!of!timeIdepth!sample!points!that!are!collected!during!a!
dive!(e.g.!150!timeIdepth!points!for!a!dive!duration!of!20min,!at!8!sec!sampling!rate)!each!
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time!point!is!represented!as!a!proportion!of!the!dive!duration!with!the!corresponding!depth!
value!associated!with!it.!If!an!8Ibit!value!is!used!to!transmit!this!proportion,!it!will!have!a!
resolution!of!1/256!(0.39%).!
!
For!short!dives,!the!4!sec!sampling!regime!will!be!the!limiting!factor!in!terms!of!temporal!
resolution,!whereas!for!long!dives,!the!successive!reduction!in!resolution!due!to!memory!
constraints,!that!is!described!above,!will!be!what!limits!the!temporal!resolution!of!time!
information.!This!topic!is!reiterated!below,!in!the!“Representing!time!in!dive!profiles”!
section.!
7.4 The!brokenIstick!model!
7.4.1 Dive!data!
Once!the!dive!end!criteria!are!met!(Box!1.1),!the!“dive!shape!buffer”!is!submitted!for!further!
processing!by!abstraction,!according!to!the!brokenIstick!model!(BSm)!1.!Four!iterations!of!
the!algorithm!are!carried!out!for!CTD_GEN_07B!resulting!in!four!timeIdepth!pairs!(T1:T4!
and!D1:D4)!as!well!as!the!maximum!residual!error!(R5)!between!the!true!profile!and!its!
abstracted!profile!after!the!last!iteration!is!complete,!represented!by!the!four!timeIdepth!
pairs!and!two!surface!points.!This!procedure!is!described!in!chapter!3.!At!this!stage,!BSm!
depths!are!still!stored!at!the!device’s!internal!resolution!of!1!decimeter!and!the!time!
resolution!(4!sec!or!multiples)!is!known!implicitly!since!it!is!linked!to!dive!duration.!!
!
Dive!data!recorded!by!GPS!phone!tags!(MONK_08A)!are!not!submitted!to!the!BSm.!They!are!
made!up!of!nine!timeIdepth!pairs!spaced!equally!in!time!through!the!duration!of!the!dive,!
and!two!surface!points,!resulting!in!eleven!points!per!profile.!! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Used!as!the!abstraction!algorithm!onIboard!SRDL!for!dive!data!and!hydrographic!data!on!Argos!tags!from!
2007!onwards.!
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7.5 Hydrographic!data!
The!CTD!sensor!is!programmed!to!measure!conductivity,!temperature!and!pressure!every!1!
sec!between!the!deepest!point!in!the!dive!and!the!surface,!on!the!ascent,!as!the!animal!
swims!up!through!the!water!column.!This!yields!a!CTD!“upcast”,!a!slice!through!the!water!
column,!providing!a!crossIsectional!view!of!the!physical!environmental!conditions!at!the!
location!of!the!dive.!Salinity!is!calculated!onIboard!the!instrument!(using!temperature,!
conductivity!and!pressure)!and!stored!for!transmission,!while!conductivity!is!discarded.!
Temperature!is!not!measured!instantaneously!so!measurements!are!lagged!according!to!the!
lag!time!constant!of!the!temperature!sensor.!To!avoid!a!temporal!mismatch!between!
temperature!and!salinity!measurements!conductivity!is!lagged!accordingly!and!smoothed!
logarithmically!to!match!temperature.!Both!measurements!are!then!added!to!a!depth!bin.!A!
completed!upcast!consists!of!three!vectors!with!1!sec!resolution;!temperature,!salinity!and!
pressure.!!
!
Real!time!does!not!feature!in!transmitted!CTD!upcasts.!The!time!resolution!of!the!data!
collection!regime!is!fixed!at!1!sec,!and!the!end!date!and!time!of!the!dive!during!which!the!
upcast!was!completed!places!it!in!real!time.!Instead,!the!independent!variable!according!to!
which!temperature!and!salinity!are!stored!is!pressure.!For!hydrographic!samples,!1000!
temperature!bins!and!1000!salinity!bins!are!made!available!for!storing!data!during!an!
upcast.!!Each!temperature!and!salinity!reading!is!added!to!one!of!these!bins!according!to!
the!pressure!at!which!it!was!sampled.!There!are!normally!1000!pressure!bins!available,!each!
1!dbar!wide,!which!is!suitable!for!animals!that!do!not!dive!deeper!than!approximately!1000!
m.!On!instruments!programmed!for!deployment!on!deep!diving!animals,!such!as!southern!
elephant!seals,!which!are!likely!to!experience!a!larger!range!of!pressures,!resolution!is!
sacrificed!to!ensure!the!whole!range!is!captured.!In!these!cases!1000!pressure!bins!are!still!
made!available!and!pressure!resolution!drops!to!2dbar.!This!is!effectively!rounding!the!
pressure!to!the!nearest!2!dbar.!!
!
Typically,!endIproduct!CTD!profiles!are!made!up!of!17!sets!of!points;!9!of!these!are!collected!
at!fixed!depths!during!a!dive!and!the!remaining!8!are!selected!using!the!BSm!as!for!dives.!In!
the!context!of!dive!abstraction,!the!first!iteration!of!the!BSm!constructs!the!proposed!profile!
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as!a!straight!line!between!the!start!and!end!points!of!the!dive.!For!CTD!upcasts,!the!first!
iteration!of!the!BSm!is!taken!as!the!piecewise!linear!profile!made!up!of!the!deepest!point,!
the!surface!point!and!the!intermediate!fixed!depth!points.!Eight!points!are!added!to!this!
profile!as!per!the!BSm!algorithm!described!in!chapter!3.!Short!summaries!of!hydrographic!
data!collection,!and!technical!information!regarding!the!sensors!themselves,!can!be!found!in!
Box!7.1ii!and!Box!7.2,!respectively.!A!comprehensive!and!detailed!description!of!the!
hydrographic!data!collection!and!compression!can!be!found!in!Boehme!et!al.!(2009).!
!
On!instruments!designed!for!deployment!on!deepIdiving!species!like!southern!elephant!
seals,!upcasts!are!measured!between!2,000!and!6!dbar,!in!2!dbar!bins,!as!mentioned!above.!
Collection!of!a!CTD!cast!is!triggered!by!a!pressure!measurement!exceeding!the!userI
specified!threshold!for!the!collection!of!hydrographic!data.!This!threshold!is!time!
dependent.!For!CTD_GEN_07B,!the!aim!is!to!collect!one!CTD!cast!every!6!hours.!The!depth!
threshold!that!will!trigger!the!collection!of!an!upcast!becomes!shallower!as!time!moves!
through!a!6!hour!window!(1,000!m!in!hour!1,!600!m!in!hour!2,!300!m!in!hour!3,!100!m!in!
hour!4,!50!m!in!hour!5,!25!m!in!hour!6).!In!addition,!if!a!dive!occurs!in!a!given!6!hour!
window,!with!a!maximum!depth!exceeding!the!depth!of!the!upcast!currently!stored!for!that!
period!by!20%!or!more,!then!the!shallow!upcast!is!discarded!in!favour!of!the!deeper!one.!If!
no!dive!has!qualified!for!the!collection!of!an!upcast!by!the!final!hour!in!a!6!hour!period,!then!
the!threshold!could!be!as!shallow!as!25m.!This!routine!ensures!that!a)!at!least!one!CTD!
upcast!is!collected!for!every!6!hour!period,!provided!the!animal!is!diving,!and!b)!that!the!
upcast!is!collected!for!one!of!the!deepest!possible!dives!in!that!period!so!that!maximum!
coverage!of!the!water!column!is!achieved,!without!wasting!energy!collecting!samples!that!
are!later!discarded.!!
!
For!GPS!phone!tags!(MONK_084)!temperature!is!collected!continuously,!every!4!sec,!and!
construct!a!single!average!profile!for!each!2Ihour!summary!period!(Box!7.1iii).!!!
7.6 Representing!time!in!dive!profiles!!
Dives!are!stored!in!groups!for!transmission.!Only!one!timestamp!is!transmitted!per!dive!
group,!and!each!group!typically!contains!three!dives!(MONK_08A:!eight).!The!timestamp!for!
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a!group!is!the!diveIend!date!and!time!(DE_DATE)!for!the!last!of!the!three!dives!in!a!dive!
group,!corresponding!to!the!date!and!time!when!the!dive!end!criteria!were!met.!The!
DE_DATE!associated!with!the!remaining!two!dives,!can!be!obtained!by!subtracting!the!
appropriate!dive!durations!(DIVE_DUR)!and!surface!durations!(SURF_DUR)!from!the!dive!
group’s!timestamp,!and!is!carried!out!by!the!decoding!software!that!the!dive!data!are!
submitted!to!once!they!are!received!at!SMRU.!This!date!is!exact!but!truncated,!to!further!
trim!down!the!amount!of!memory!used.!Each!of!the!DIVE_DUR!and!SURF_DUR!values!are!
subject!to!some!degree!of!rounding!error,!meaning!that!the!accuracy!of!the!DE_DATE!for!
the!first!and!second!dives!in!a!dive!group!is!reduced.!For!the!most!part,!actual!time!is!
irrelevant!and!individual!dives!are!only!put!in!realItime!context!retrospectively,!as!described!
above.!!
!
Time!information!is!reduced!for!transmission!by!allowing!only!5!bits!to!represent!each!time!
point!within!a!dive.!This!means!that!each!dive!is!allowed!32!equally!spaced!points!to!
represent!time,!irrespective!of!its!duration.!Each!of!these!points!corresponds!to!a!
percentage!relative!to!the!total!dive!duration,!in!increments!of!3.125%.!This!is!the!
consequence!of!the!5!bit!quota!per!time!point,!and!means!that!time!within!a!dive!can!be!
represented!economically,!using!only!160!bits!in!total!(32!x!5!=!160!bits).!These!percentage!
time!points!relate!back!to!real!time!using!the!timestamp!of!the!dive!group!to!which!the!dive!
in!question!belongs.!Of!these!32!discrete!time!points,!the!ones!closest!to!the!BSm!time!
points!are!stored!for!transmission.!So!for!any!time!point!within!the!received!timeIdepth!
information!for!a!given!dive,!time!could!have!an!associated!error!of!up!to!1.563%!of!that!
dive’s!duration,!half!of!the!3.125%!increment,!if!the!time!point!lies!exactly!half!way!between!
two!of!the!32!values!used!to!represent!time.!Representing!times!as!proportions!of!each!
dive’s!duration!gives!the!best!resolution!for!a!fixed!number!of!bits.!!
!
The!consequence!of!the!4!sec!(or!multiples!thereof)!sampling!regime!dictated!by!the!fixed!
size!of!the!dive!shape!buffer,!and!the!digitization!procedure!described!above,!is!that!for!very!
short!dives!(<!2!min)!the!internal!(4!sec)!sampling!resolution!is!limiting,!but!in!longer!dives!it!
is!the!successive!reduction!in!resolution!due!to!memory!constraints!and!the!fact!that!only!
32!values!can!be!transmitted!which!limits!the!resolution!of!the!time!information!delivered!
by!the!instrument.!!
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7.7 The!transmission!buffer!
Once!processed,!abstracted!and!compressed!data!are!added!to!the!transmission!buffer!
ready!for!transmission!at!the!first!opportunity.!In!the!case!of!dive!data,!dives!are!grouped,!
typically!into!three’s,!and!sent!as!a!unit.!The!BSm!depth!points!(and!the!equally!spaced!
depth!points,!for!MONK_08A)!are!coded!before!transmission!according!to!a!pseudoI
logarithmic!mantissa!and!exponent!representation.!With!this!representation!resolution!can!
be!made!proportional!to!the!scale!of!the!number!being!represented,!making!it!useful!for!
depth,!but!less!useful!for!temperature!where!a!constant!resolution!would!be!better.!For!
more!detail!on!this!digitization!method!see!Fedak!et!al.!(2002).!The!length!of!time!for!which!
dives!remain!in!the!transmission!buffer!(“sellIby”!date),!and!are!available!to!be!sent,!
depends!on!their!time!resolution!(number!of!bits!used!to!represent!time)!and!is!usually!set!
to!approximately!5!days.!Older!dives!are!displaced!in!the!transmission!buffer!by!newer!
dives,!so!at!times!of!high!diving!activity!when!dives!are!rapidly!being!accrued!in!the!
transmission!buffer,!or!when!transmission!is!difficult,!some!dives!may!be!displaced!from!the!
transmission!buffer!before!they!get!the!chance!to!be!selected!for!transmission,!and!are!
permanently!lost.!Once!in!the!transmission!buffer,!dive!groups!are!sampled!randomly!with!
replacement!for!transmission,!so!that!all!dive!groups!are!equally!likely!to!be!transmitted.!
However,!as!is!inevitable!when!sampling!with!replacement!from!a!small!population,!some!
dives!are!transmitted!twice,!and!others!not!at!all.!For!behavioural!states!“hauledIout”!and!
“cruise”,!state!entry!and!exit!times!are!stored!and!relayed!as!is,!in!digitized!form,!and!no!
processing!is!required.!Newer!software!versions!for!CTDISRDLs!can!store!all!data!ever!
scheduled!for!transmission,!or!in!some!cases!all!raw!temperature!and!salinity!data,!on!a!
separate!memory!card,!from!which!data!can!be!downloaded!directly!if!the!CTDISRDL!is!
retrieved!after!a!deployment.!!
7.8 Obtaining!locations!for!dive!profiles!and!CTD!upcasts!
Satellite!uplinks!are!only!possible!when!the!animal!is!at!the!surface!and!the!wet/dry!sensor!
reads!dry.!All!uplinks!received!by!the!System!Argos!satellites!are!used!to!calculate!a!
geographic!location!estimate!for!the!tag!based!on!changes!in!Doppler!shift!as!uplinks!are!
received!by!different!satellites.!Consequently,!geographic!locations!can!only!be!obtained!
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during!surface!intervals!and!haulout!periods.!The!movement!trajectory!of!an!animal!in!
geographic!space!is!often!interesting!in!its!own!right,!but!dive!profiles!provide!information!
about!the!behaviour!of!the!animal!along!this!movement!trajectory.!The!hydrographic!data!
collected!during!dives!are!increasingly!becoming!the!priority!in!deployments,!as!the!role!of!
animal!platforms!in!the!collection!of!environmental!data!is!becoming!more!widely!
recognized!(Boehme!et!al.!2008,!Boehme!et!al.!2009).!Given!that!behavioural!and!
hydrographic!information!is!collected!at!depth,!and!locations!can!only!be!obtained!at!the!
surface,!this!creates!a!mismatch.!This!is!overcome!by!linearly!interpolating!the!location!of!
the!dive!using!the!locations!obtained!on!either!side!of!it;!the!location!just!before!the!onset!
of!a!dive,!and!the!location!directly!after!the!diveIend!criteria!are!met.!An!estimate!of!
location!error!is!calculated!by!ARGOS!for!each!location!along!a!track,!which!then!needs!to!
be!filtered!to!remove!locations!with!large!errors.!The!choice!of!location!filter!will!affect!the!
location!of!dives.!The!filtering!procedure!that!has!been!used!extensively!for!tracks!arising!
from!CTDISRDLs!and!behaviourIonly!SRDLs!is!described!in!McConnell!et!al!(1992).!
!
The!way!locations!are!obtained!for!GPS!phone!tags!is!described!by!McConnell!et!al!(2007).!!!
7.9 Missingness!
Dive!records!resulting!from!most!telemetry!tags!using!the!Argos!satellite!system!will!almost!
always!be!incomplete,!i.e.!have!some!missing!dives,!locations!and!CTD!upcasts.!This!is!
exacerbated!by!the!lack!of!acknowledgement!when!transmitted!information!is!received,!or!
“handshake”!between!the!platform!and!the!satellite.!Even!though!two!of!the!six!Argos!
satellites!(ArgosI3)!are!now!able!to!send!a!“downlink”!to!the!platform!(Argos!1989,!1996),!
acknowledging!receipt!of!a!message,!implementation!is!too!slow!to!be!of!use!for!marine!
mammal!platforms,!and!uses!up!an!impractical!proportion!of!the!message!being!sent.!This!
lack!of!handshake,!creates!the!need!for!a!stochastic!transmission!strategy!of!the!
information!accumulated!in!the!transmission!buffer.!The!proportion!of!dive!data!that!is!lost!
will!depend!on!a!number!of!factors,!including!the!geographic!region!in!which!the!
instrumented!animal!operates!(e.g.!polar!regions!have!better!coverage!by!Argos!satellites!
than!equatorial!regions!because!they!are!polar!orbiting),!the!animal’s!diving!ecology,!how!
long!the!animal!spends!at!the!surface!where!transmission!is!possible,!and!the!frequency!
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with!which!that!transmission!window!occurs.!For!elephant!seals,!there!are!two!main!
reasons!why!data!are!lost.!Firstly,!as!for!all!species,!there!will!be!periods!during!deployment!
when!conditions!for!satellite!transmission!are!poor,!and!secondly,!there!may!be!periods!
when!data!accumulate!at!a!higher!rate!than!the!tag!can!transmit!them,!for!example!periods!
of!high!diving!activity!that!exceed!the!size!(in!terms!of!time)!of!the!transmission!buffer.!
Southern!elephant!seals!are!a!species!that!spend!very!little!time!at!the!surface!(mean!
surface!time!2.18!±!0.0019!min,!SMRU!unpublished!data),!providing!a!narrow!window!for!
transmission.!The!consequences!of!elephant!seal!surfacing!behaviour!on!the!number!of!
messages!sent!and!the!quality!of!the!locations!are!shown!in!Boehme!et!al.!(2009,!Fig.!4).!The!
transmission!buffer!in!CTDISRDLs!designed!for!deployment!on!southern!elephant!seals!is!
made!large!enough!to!hold!many!days!worth!of!dives,!to!minimize!the!proportion!of!
information!lost!during!low!Argos!coverage,!and!to!avoid!data!return!being!biased!in!favour!
of!data!collected!during!high!Argos!coverage!(Box!7.1iii).!In!addition,!as!mentioned!above,!
stored!data!are!selected!randomly!from!the!transmission!buffer.!Information!remains!in!the!
transmission!buffer!either!until!its!“sellIby”!date!expires!or!it!becomes!displaced!by!newer!
information!being!added!to!the!buffer.!!
7.10 Numerical!accuracy!and!measurement!error!
Data!are!truncated!during!the!decoding!process,!once!information!is!received.!This!involves!
a!lookIup!table!linking!a!short,!coded!number!that!is!transmitted,!to!a!truncated!version!of!
the!true!number.!Using!a!depth!example,!a!true!depth!of!111.4!m,!recorded!with!a!
resolution!of!1!dm,!will!fall!into!the!110.0I112.5!m!bin!when!coded!for!transmission,!and!will!
be!represented!as!the!smallest!number!in!that!bin,!110.0!m.!This!process!is!performed!for!all!
numbers!(dive!duration,!surface!duration,!depth!profile)!recorded!and!transmitted!by!the!
instruments.!The!information!available!for!analysis!is!therefore,!effectively!binned!(Boehme!
et!al.!2010,!unpublished).!As!a!consequence,!knowing!the!exact!bounds!to!each!received!
number!is!not!realistic,!since!there!is!some!stochasticity!in!the!way!information!is!degraded!
during!processing!and!transmission.!To!work!backwards!from!the!transmitted!depth!to!the!
true!depth,!one!would!have!to!add!some!amount!to!the!transmitted!value,!to!account!for!
the!rounding!down,!and!this!amount!will!depend!on!the!size!of!the!bin!at!that!depth!point,!
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which!in!turn!depends!on!how!large!the!true!number!recorded!by!the!pressure!sensor!
actually!was.!!
!
When!instruments!are!recovered!after!deployment,!abstracted!dive!profiles!for!all!dives!
that!the!instrument!ever!collected!can!be!found!stored!in!memory.!This!means!that!a!
complete!dive!and!hydrographic!profile!record!can!be!obtained!from!recovered!instruments!
since!they!hold!information!that!passed!through!the!transmission!buffer!before!
transmission!could!be!attempted.!The!advantage!of!retrieving!instruments,!from!a!data!
resolution!point!of!view,!is!that!the!tag!stores!the!original,!abstracted!information!at!the!
internal!depth!resolution!of!the!tag!and!without!the!extra!coding!that!is!required!to!fit!the!
values!into!a!transmission.!With!this!information!it!would!be!possible!to!compare!preI!and!
postIcompression!abstracted!profiles!to!gain!a!better!understanding!of!how!the!
compression!procedure!affects!the!shape!and!resolution!of!dive!profiles.!!
7.11 End!products!
Finally,!five!types!of!messages!are!produced!and!stored!in!the!transmission!buffer,!ready!for!
transmission!by!Argos,!each!of!length!256!bits.!The!two!types!of!message!(labeled!here:!1a!
and!1b)!contain!detailed!information!about!dives,!one!message!containing!the!summary!
data!(2)!including!behavioural!information!regarding!any!haulouts!and!cruises!for!a!6!hour!
period,!and!two!messages!each!containing!part!of!a!CTD!profile!(3!and!4)!since!the!
hydrographic!data!are!spread!over!two!separate!messages!(fixed!points!and!BSm!points).!
Messages!are!selected!for!transmission!in!a!prescribed!sequence!according!to!their!type!(for!
CTD_GEN_07B!the!sequence!is!1a!1b!2!3!4!3!4),!and!some!messages!are!sent!more!often!
than!others.!This!sequence!of!selection!repeats!indefinitely!cycling!through!the!information!
in!the!transmission!buffer.!When!it!is!time!for!a!transmission,!the!next!item!of!the!
appropriate!type!is!taken!from!the!transmission!buffer.!An!item!may!remain!in!the!
transmission!buffer!for!many!of!these!cycles!before!being!transmitted!(e.g.!the!summary!
message!is!transmitted!40!times!on!average!to!achieve!a!95%!probability!of!being!received).!
Independence!of!the!insertion!(as!the!data!are!collected!and!processed)!and!extraction!
processes!(as!the!data!are!selected!from!the!buffer!and!transmitted),!has!the!effect!of!
randomizing!the!buffer!so!that!all!information!is!equally!likely!to!be!received.
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7.12 Figures!and!Text!Boxes!
!
Figure!7.1.!Photograph!of!a!CTDISRDL,!with!visible!hardware!components!labelled.!Photo!
Lars!Boehme.!
! !
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!
Figure!7.2.!An!illustration!of!the!relationship!between!the!rate!of!data!collection!(sampling!
rate)!and!transmission.! !
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!
! !
Box!7.1.!Data!collection!and!transmission!summaries!
!
i.!Behavioural!state!definitions!
!
CTD_GEN_07B!
Enter!“hauled!out”!if!dry!for!10!min,!exit!if!wet!for!40!sec.!
Enter!“diving”!if!wet!and!depth!is!greater!than!6m!for!8!sec,!exit!if!depth!is!less!than!6m!for!
any!length!of!time!(0sec),!or!dry!at!any!time.!!
“At!the!surface”!is!the!complement!of!“hauled!out”!and!“diving”.!If!this!state!persists,!and!
there!is!no!dive!for!9min,!it!is!called!a!“cruise”!treated!as!a!separate!state.!Entry!and!exit!
information!is!stored!and!transmitted.!
Dives!are!transmitted!in!groups!of!3.!
!
MONK_08A!
Enter!“hauled!out”!if!dry!for!10!min,!exit!if!wet!for!40!sec.!
Enter!“diving”!if!wet!and!depth!is!greater!than!1.5m!for!8!sec,!exit!if!depth!is!less!than!1.5m!
for!any!length!of!time!(0sec),!or!dry!at!any!time.!!
“At!the!surface”!is!the!complement!of!“hauled!out”!and!“diving”.!Entry!and!exit!information!
is!stored!and!transmitted.!
Dives!are!transmitted!in!groups!of!8.!!
!
ii.!CTD!data!collection!in!summary!!
!
CTD!profiles!collected!onIboard!CTDISRDLs!according!to!the!CTD_GEN_07B!software!
configuration!are!made!up!of!17!sets!of!3!points;!pressure,!temperature!and!salinity.!Nine!of!
these!are!collected!at!fixed!depths!during!a!dive!and!the!remaining!8!are!selected!using!the!
BSm.!1000!pressure!bins!are!normally!made!available.!For!deep!divers!like!elephant!seals!
each!pressure!bin!is!2!dbar!wide,!allowing!CTD!data!to!be!collected!down!to!approximately!
2000!dbar!pressure.!For!more!details!see!Boehme!et!al.!(2009).!The!valid!temperature!range!
for!the!deployments!considered!was!I2.5!to!30.2!°C!and!the!valid!salinity!range!was!28.9!to!
37.1!psu.!!
!
Temperature!casts!collected!onIboard!GPS!phone!tags!according!to!the!MONK_08A!software!
specification!are!made!up!of!12!sets!of!2!points,!pressure!and!temperature.!The!only!fixed!
points!are!the!deepest!point!in!the!profile!and!the!surface!and!the!remaining!10!points!are!
selected!using!the!BSm.!250!pressure!bins!are!available!in!2!dbar!bins,!giving!a!maximum!of!
500!dbar!pressure.!The!valid!temperature!range!for!this!deployment!was!I5!to!35.95!°C!in!
steps!of!0.01!°C.!
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! !
Box!7.1.!(continued)!
!
iii.!Transmission!buffer!
!
CTD_GEN_07B!
!
Dive!profiles!1200!bytes!are!made!available!for!dives,!which!are!stored!in!groups!of!3.!If!we!
assume!average!dive!duration!of!10!min!this!results!in!a!6.25!day!buffer!with!capacity!for!300!
dives.!
!
Haulouts!and!cruises!120!bytes!each!are!available!for!haulouts!and!cruises.!Since!only!the!
entry!and!exit!times!are!stored!for!haulouts!and!cruises!this!means!that!30!haulouts!and!30!
cruises!can!be!stored!in!the!buffer.!!!
!
6Ihour!summaries!40!bytes!are!made!available!for!6Ihour!summaries,!which!are!stored!in!
groups!of!3.!This!results!in!a!7.5!day!buffer.!
!
CTD!profiles!120!bytes!are!available!for!CTD!casts!which!results!in!a!7.5!day!buffer.!
!
MONK_08A!
!
Dive!profiles!5600!bytes!are!made!available!for!dives,!which!are!stored!in!groups!of!8.!If!we!
assume!average!dive!duration!of!10!min!this!results!in!a!77.78!day!buffer!with!capacity!for!
1400!dives.!
!
Haulouts!200!bytes!are!available!for!haulouts!(no!cruises!recorded!by!MONK_08A).!Since!
only!the!entry!and!exit!times!are!stored!for!haulouts!this!means!that!50!haulouts!can!be!
stored!in!the!buffer.!!!
!
2Ihour!summaries!240!bytes!are!made!available!for!2Ihour!summaries,!which!are!stored!in!
groups!of!12.!This!means!that!60!summaries!can!be!stored!in!the!buffer.!
!
Temperature!profiles!1200!bytes!are!available!for!CTD!casts!which!results!in!a!25!day!buffer.!
!
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Box!7.2.!Hydrographic!sensors!
!
i.!Pressure!(Depth)!!
The!nominal!accuracy!of!the!pressure!transducer!is!in!the!area!of!20!m!for!the!entire!range!of!
temperature!and!pressure!it!is!designed!to!sample!(from!2000!m!at!I40C°!until!0!m!at!+80!C°).!In!
practice,!it!has!been!found!that!the!error!in!surface!pressure!following!a!deep!dive!can!be!about!
0.5I1.5m!rather!than!zero!(P.!Lovell,!pers.!comm.).!To!minimize!the!pressure!measurement!error!
as!much!as!possible,!the!instrument!updates!the!zeroIoffset!at!every!opportunity,!when!the!
wet/dry!sensor!reads!“dry”.!The!exact!value!of!the!zeroIoffset!will!vary!according!to!the!
hydrographic!conditions,!which!is!why!the!instrument!is!programmed!to!update!this!value!
whenever!the!sensor!reads!“dry”.!The!pressure!reading!is!deliberately!shifted!away!from!zero!to!
avoid!interference!from!electrical!noise!generated!by!the!tag.!!
!
Depth!within!a!dive!is!calculated!as!follows:!1)!pressure!is!collected,!2)!the!zeroIoffset!is!
subtracted!from!the!pressure!measurement,!3)!pressure!is!rounded!to!the!nearest!dbar!(or!
nearest!2!for!deep!diving!species)!throughout!the!measureable!depth!range,!and!4)!the!resulting!
value!is!converted!to!depth.!The!resulting!depth!measurements!are!processed!by!the!instrument!
at!its!internal!resolution!of!1!decimeter!(=!10cm)!for!behavioural!samples!such!as!the!dive!shape!
buffer.!!
!
ii.!Temperature!(for!nonICTD!SRDLs)!!
Temperature!data!is!collected!by!measuring!the!changes!in!resistance!that!the!thermistor!incurs!
in!response!to!temperature!changes!in!the!surrounding!medium.!The!response!of!the!thermistor!
itself!is!well!understood,!however!the!behaviour!of!the!thermistor!once!it!has!been!incorporated!
into!the!instrument!is!not!completely!known.!Each!instrument!is!calibrated!at!room!temperature!
before!deployment!with!highIprecision!resistors,!but!many!unknowns!remain!about!how!the!
whole!device!performs!in!the!field.!Two!issues!that!need!to!be!addressed!with!dedicated!
experiments!are,!a)!the!time!constant!of!the!temperature!sensor!once!embedded!in!the!
instrument,!and!b)!how!temperature!changes!affect!the!instrument’s!ability!to!measure!
temperature!change.!For!details!regarding!temperature!collected!by!CTDISRDLs!see!Boehme!et!
al.!(2009).!
!
Upcasts!performed!by!the!current!generation!of!CTDISRDLs!yield!17!values!each!for!temperature!
and!conductivity.!Temperature!is!collected!at!a!resolution!of!0.001!K!within!a!valid!range!of!I2.5!
to!30.2°C.!For!nonICTD!tags!(e.g.!GPS/Gsm!with!temperature!sensors)!the!accuracy!is!hopefully!
in!the!range!of!0.05C°,!however!this!has!never!been!systematically!measured.!!
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Box!7.2.!(continued)!
!
Only!minimum!and!maximum!temperature!within!an!upcast!are!sent,!and!each!of!the!17!
temperature!values!is!expressed!as!a!percentage!of!the!range!(0=Tmin,!100=Tmax),!in!units!
of!1/1000.!The!resolution!of!the!temperature!measurements!will!be!0.001!(or!0.1%),!if!the!
temperature!range!of!the!profile!is!less!than!1°C,!or!(TmaxITmin)/1000!if!the!range!is!greater!
than!1°C.!For!CTDISRDLs!accuracy!of!the!temperature!measurement!is!at!least!0.01!°C.!!
!
iii.!Salinity!!
Salinity!is!treated!in!the!same!way!as!temperature.!Conductivity!and!temperature!are!used!
to!calculate!salinity,!then!conductivity!is!discarded.!Salinity!is!stored!at!a!resolution!of!0.001!
within!a!valid!range!of!28.9!to!37.1!in!psu.!Only!minimum!and!maximum!salinity!within!an!
upcast!are!sent!and!each!of!the!17!salinity!values!is!expressed!as!a!percentage!of!the!range!
(0=Smin,!100=Smax),!in!units!of!1/1000.!Therefore,!the!resolution!of!the!salinity!
measurements!will!be!0.001!(or!0.1%),!if!the!salinity!range!of!the!profile!is!less!than!1psu,!or!
(SmaxISmin)/1000!if!the!range!is!greater!than!1psu.!Minimum!and!maximum!salinities!are!
sent!with!resolution!0.02!psu.!
!
!
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8.1 BrokenIstick!model!for!dive!abstraction!and!dive!zone!construction!
Code!for!abstracting!detailed!dives!and!constructing!their!dive!zone,!as!well!as!for!
constructing!the!dive!zone!for!already!abstracted!dives!is!provided!electronically.!All!code!
was!written!in!R!version!2.13.1!(2011I07I08)!(R!Development!Core!Team,!2011).!
8.1.1 Finding!the!order!of!BSm!points!and!the!last!residual,!and!constructing!the!
dive!zone!for!abstracted!dives!
Script!file!diveAbstr.diveZone_6point.R!
8.1.2 Dive!abstraction!and!dive!zone!reconstruction!for!dives!with!4!sec!depth!
measurement!resolution!
Script!file!diveSim.diveAbstr.R!
8.2 Simple!Random!Walk!model!
This!model!was!implemented!using!JAGS!(Plummer!2003)!in!R!version!2.13.1!(2011I07I08)!
(R!Development!Core!Team,!2011),!using!the!rjags!(Plummer!2011)!and!MCMCpack!libraries!
(Martin!et!al.!2011).!
!
model{!
! !
!!d[1]<I!0!
!!!
!!for!(t!in!1:(tmaxI1))!{!!
!!!!!d[t+1]~dnorm(d[t],tau)!
!!!!!mids[t+1]!~!dunif(d[t+1]Ihalfwids[t+1],!d[t+1]+halfwids[t+1])!
!!!!!!
!!}!
!
tau!~!dgamma(2.03009,!1/0.1255819)!
!
}! !
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8.3 Random!Walk!model!with!an!informative!prior!on!inertia!
This!model!was!implemented!using!JAGS!(Plummer!2003)!in!R!version!2.13.1!(2011I07I08)!!
(R!Development!Core!Team,!2011),!using!the!rjags!(Plummer!2011)!and!MCMCpack!libraries!
(Martin!et!al.!2011).!
!
model{!
! !
!!d[1]<I!0!
!!!
!!b0tau1!<I!0.8101287!
!!b1tau1!<I!0.0194938!
!!!
!!b0setau1!<I!I1.507417!
!!b1setau1!<I!2.824999!
!!!
!!tau1mean!<I!1/(b0tau1!+!b1tau1*maxdep)!#!inverse!Gamma!link!
!!tau1se!<I!1/(b0setau1!+!b1setau1*maxdep)!#!inverse!Gamma!link!
!!tau1var!<I!tau1se^2!!
!!!
!!k!<I!tau1mean^2/tau1var!#!shape!
!!theta!<I!tau1mean/tau1var!#!rate!
!!!!
!!for!(t!in!1:(tmaxI1))!{!!
!!!!!d[t+1]~dnorm(d[t],tau)!
!!!!!mids[t+1]!~!dunif(d[t+1]Ihalfwids[t+1],!d[t+1]+halfwids[t+1])!
!!!!!!
!!}!
!!!
!!tau!!~!dgamma(k,!theta)!
!
}! !
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8.4 Biased!Random!Walk!with!drift!
This!model!was!implemented!using!JAGS!(Plummer!2003)!in!R!version!2.13.1!(2011I07I08)!!
(R!Development!Core!Team,!2011),!using!the!rjags!(Plummer!2011)!and!MCMCpack!libraries!
(Martin!et!al.!2011).!
!
model{!
!!!
!!d[1]<I!0!
!!!
!!#!prior!for!tau0:!overall!precision!for!speed!
!!b0tau0!<I!0.8101287!
!!b1tau0!<I!0.0194938!
!!!
!!b0setau0!<I!I1.507417!
!!b1setau0!<I!2.824999!
!!!
!!tau0mean!<I!1/(b0tau0!+!b1tau0*maxdep)!#!inverse!Gamma!link!
!!tau0se!<I!1/(b0setau0!+!b1setau0*maxdep)!#!inverse!Gamma!link!
!!tau0var!<I!tau0se^2!!
!!!
!!tau0.k!<I!tau0mean^2/tau0var!#!shape!
!!tau0.theta!<I!tau0mean/tau0var!#!rate!
!!!
!!#!prior!for!drift1:!coefficients!of!linear!regression!model!for!speed!on!descent!
!!b0drift1!<I!2.05485903!!
!!b1drift1!<I!0.00678982!
!!b2drift1!<I!I2.46710437!
!!b3drift1!<I!I0.00583909!
!!!
!!p!<I!tmaxdep/tmax!
!!!
!!drift1mean!<I!b0drift1!+!b1drift1*maxdep!+!b2drift1*p!+!b3drift1*maxdep*p!
!!drift1var!<I!(0.01748783^2)!!
!!!
!!drift1.k!<I!drift1mean^2/drift1var!#!shape!
!!drift1.theta!<I!drift1mean)/drift1var!#!scale!
!!!
!!#!prior!for!tau1:!precision!for!speed!on!descent!
!!tau1mean!<I!0.4729253!
!!tau1var!<I!0.1312162!
!!tau1.k!<I!tau1mean^2/tau1var!#!shape!
!!tau1.theta!<I!tau1mean/tau1var!#!rate!!
!!!
!!#!deterministic!relationships!for!drift2!(speed!on!ascent)!and!tau2!(precision!for!speed!on!ascent)!
!!drift2!<I!(0Ip*drift1)/(1Ip)!!
! 238!
!!tau2!<I!1/(((1/tau0)Ip*(drift1^2+(1/tau1))I(0Ip*drift1))/(1Ip))^2!!!
!!
!for!(t!in!1:(tmaxI1))!{!!
!!!!!!
!!!!!mu[t]!<I!d[t]!+!step((tmaxdep+0.001)It)*(Idrift1)+step((t+0.001)Itmaxdep)*drift2!#!in!JAGS!step!checks!for!
x>=0!
!!!!!!
!!!!!tau[t]!<I!step((tmaxdep+0.001)It)*tau1+step((t+0.001)Itmaxdep)*tau2!
!!!!!!
!!!!!d[t+1]!~!dnorm(mu[t],tau[t])!
!!!!!!
!!!!!mids[t+1]!~!dunif(d[t+1]Ihalfwids[t+1],!d[t+1]+halfwids[t+1])!
!!!!!!
!!}!
! !
! tau0!~!dgamma(tau0.k,!tau0.theta)!
! drift1!~!dgamma(drift1.k,!drift1.theta)!#!to!give!mean!of!descent!speeds!
! tau1!~!dgamma(tau1.k,!tau1.theta)!#!to!give!mean!of!descent!speed!precision!
!
}! !
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8.5 Random!walk!dive!path!simulation!
Dive!path!simulation!by!unconstrained!random!walk!in!R!version!2.13.1!(2011I07I08)!(R!
Development!Core!Team,!2011).!
!
d!<I!0!
t!<I!1!
d[1]!<I!I0.001!!
tau!<I!0.1!
!
while(d[t]!<!0){!
! !
!!!!d[t+1]!<I!rnorm(1,!mean=d[t],!sd=1/sqrt(tau))!
!!!!t!<I!t+1!!
!!!!!
!!!!}!
!
d[t]<I0!!!!! !
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8.6 MultiIstate!random!walk!dive!model!!!!
This!model!was!implemented!using!JAGS!(Plummer!2003)!in!R!version!2.13.1!(2011I07I08)!
(R!Development!Core!Team,!2011),!using!the!rjags!(Plummer!2011)!and!MCMCpack!libraries!
(Martin!et!al.!2011).!
!
model{!
!
Dstate[1]<I1!!
DDstate[1]<I1!
state[1]<I1!
!
sw[1]<I0!#!Multiplier!for!tf!in!DESCENT!(state!1)!
sw[2]<I1!#!Multiplier!for!tf!in!BOTTOM!(state!2)!
sw[3]<I0!#!Multiplier!for!tf!in!ASCENT!(state!3)!
!
d[1]<I0!#!Depth!at!time!step!1!
d[2]<I0.1!#!Depth!at!time!step!2!
d.proj[1]<I0.11!#!Temporary!carrier!for!depth!
!
td[1]<I1!#!Starting!value!for!time!
tf[1]<I0!#!tf!at!beginning!of!time!step!1!
tf[2]<I0!#!tf!at!beginning!of!time!step!2!
cpf<I10!#!Cumulative!time!in!state!2!as!a!proxy!for!satiation.!The!idea!is!for!this!to!be!calculated!over!a!moving!
time!window!eventually.!
!
#!Priors!on!movement!parameters!
dummy1!~!dgamma(4.5963,!1/0.7273975)!#!mean!3.343337,!var!2.431935:!descent!drift!from!all!dives,!all!
threeIday!accelerometer!depth!records!I!accel.dive.R!!
dummy2!~!dnorm(0.007497271,!0.9087327)!#!mean!0.007497271!var!1.100434;!bottom!drift!from!all!dives,!all!
threeIday!accelerometer!depth!records!I!accel.dive.R!
dummy3!~!dgamma(3.849741,!1/0.8761762)!#!mean!3.373051,!var!2.955387:!ascent!drift!from!all!dives,!all!
threeIday!accelerometer!depth!records!I!accel.dive.R!!
!
sState[1]<I!dummy1!!
sState[2]<I!dummy2!
sState[3]<I!Idummy3!
!
#!prior!for!tau0:!overall!precision!for!speed!
!!b0tau0!<I!0.8101287!
!!b1tau0!<I!0.0194938!
!!!
!!b0setau0!<I!I1.507417!
!!b1setau0!<I!2.824999!
!!!
!!tau0mean!<I!1/(b0tau0!+!b1tau0*maxdep)!#!inverse!Gamma!link!
!!tau0se!<I!1/(b0setau0!+!b1setau0*maxdep)!#!inverse!Gamma!link!
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!!tau0var!<I!tau0se^2!!!
!!!
!!tau0.k!<I!tau0mean^2/tau0var!#!shape!
!!tau0.theta!<I!tau0mean/tau0var!#!rate!
!
tau!~!dgamma(tau0.k,!tau0.theta)!#!prior!for!precision!on!speed!related!to!the!maxdep!of!the!dive!
!
#!Priors!on!coefficients!for!state!transition!matrix!
#!intercept!
betazero[1,1]!~!dnorm(7,!500)!
betazero[2,1]!~!dnorm(2,!500)!
betazero[3,1]!~!dnorm(I4,!500)!
!
betazero[1,2]!~!dnorm(10,!500)!
betazero[2,2]!~!dnorm(5,!500)!
betazero[3,2]!~!dnorm(I10,!500)!
!
betazero[1,3]!~!dnorm(10,!500)!
betazero[2,3]!~!dnorm(5,!500)!
betazero[3,3]!~!dnorm(I10,!500)!
!
#!time!in!dive!
!
betatwo[1,1]!~!dnorm(I0.055,!2000)!
betatwo[2,1]!~!dnorm(0.02,!2000)!
betatwo[3,1]!~!dnorm(0.055,!2000)!
!
betatwo[1,2]!~!dnorm(I0.08,!2000)!
betatwo[2,2]!~!dnorm(0.0,!2000)!
betatwo[3,2]!~!dnorm(0.08,!2000)!
!
betatwo[1,3]!~!dnorm(I0.06,!2000)!
betatwo[2,3]!~!dnorm(I0.0,!2000)!
betatwo[3,3]!~!dnorm(0.09,!2000)!
!
for!(t!in!2:(tmaxI1)){!
!
td[t]<Itd[tI1]+1!#!Update!to!the!next!time!step!by!incrementing!time!index!by!1!
i[t]<IDstate[tI1]!#!Let!state!at!the!previous!time!step!determine!the!value!of!i.!State!can!take!on!values!1:3!so!
we!are!using!it!here!as!a!column!index!
!
#!State!transition!matrix!I!Transition!3!always!a!complement!of!1!and!2!
mu[1,t]!<I!exp((betatwo[1,i[t]]/(tmax/250))*td[t]+betazero[1,i[t]]*1)!
mu[2,t]!<I!exp((betatwo[2,i[t]]/(tmax/250))*td[t]+betazero[2,i[t]]*1)!!
mu[3,t]!<I!exp((betatwo[3,i[t]]/(tmax/250))*td[t]+betazero[3,i[t]]*1)!!
!
#!row!1,!column!1!
m[1,t]!<I!mu[1,t]/(mu[1,t]+mu[2,t]+mu[3,t])!#!Linear!predictor!for!state!1!
!
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#!row!2,!column!1!
m[2,t]!<I!mu[2,t]/(mu[1,t]+mu[2,t]+mu[3,t])!#!Linear!predictor!for!state!2!
!
#!row!3,!column!1!
m[3,t]!<I!mu[3,t]/(mu[1,t]+mu[2,t]+mu[3,t])!#!Linear!predictor!for!state!3!
!
#!State!determination!
!
p1p2[t]!<I!m[1,t]+m[2,t]!#!Joint!probability!of!state!1!and!state!2,!given!they!are!independent!
mbin1[t]!~!dbin(p1p2[t],1)!#!TRIAL!1!I!generate!a!random!outcome!based!on!the!sum!of!probabilities!of!states!
1!and!2!
!
mvec[t,3]!<I!1Imbin1[t]!#!mvec[t,3]!is!the!complement!of!the!mbin1[t]!outcome,!because!if!it!wasn't!in!state!1!
or!2!it!must!have!been!in!state!3!
!
pdummy[t]!<I!mbin1[t]*(m[1,t]/max(p1p2[t],equals(p1p2[t],0)))!#!Did!the!random!draw!yield!a!success!given!
the!joint!prob!of!state!1!and!state!2?!
#!if!yes!(1),!then!the!first!part!becomes!1,!and!the!conditional!probability!of!m[t,1]!is!turned!on,!and!
pdummy[t]!<I!m[1,t]/(m[1,t]+m[2,t])!
#!if!no!(0),!then!the!first!part!becomes!0,!and!the!conditional!probability!of!m[t,1]!is!turned!off,!and!pdummy[t]!
<I!0!
!
mbin2[t]!~!dbin(pdummy[t],1)!#!if!pdummy[t]=0!then!mbin2[t]=0,!otherwise!carry!out!a!binomial!trial!with!
probability!m[1,t]/(m[1,t]+m[2,t])!I!TRIAL!2!
!!
mvec[t,2]!<I!(1Imbin2[t])*(1Iequals(mbin1[t],0))!#!use!the!complement!of!mbin2[t],!the!conditional!trial!for!
state!1!:!if!mbin2[t]=1!then!the!outcome!for!state!2!will!automatically!be!0.!If!mbin2[t]=0!and!the!trial!for!
state!1!gave!a!failure!(0)!then!state!2!is!automatically!a!success!!
#!This!is!implemented!by!checking!whether!pdummy[t]=0!:!!
#!if!yes!(1)!then!the!second!part!becomes!0!
#!if!no!(0)!then!the!second!part!becomes!1!and!mvec[t,2]!is!the!complement!of!mbin2[t]!!
!
mvec[t,1]!<I!mbin2[t]!!
!
DDstate[t]<Imax(1,min(3,mvec[t,1]*1+mvec[t,2]*2+mvec[t,3]*3))!#!Dstate!is!determined!using!the!vector!of!
outcomes,!mvec,!and!vector!of!state!values,!v!
!
state[t]!~!dnorm(DDstate[t],!10)!#!checks!whether!the!state!I!am!providing!(state)!agrees!with!the!state!I!am!
estimating!(Dstate)!
!
Dstate[t]!<I!max(1,min(3,round(state[t])))!
!
tf[t+1]<Isw[Dstate[t]]*(tf[t]+1)!#!This!controls!whether!tf!is!incremented!or!not!in!the!given!time!step.!The!
dummy!variable,!sw,!controls!when!this!happens.!If!not!in!state!2,!the!number!of!time!steps!spent!in!flat!
mode!is!reIzeroed!by!being!multiplied!by!zero,!otherwise!one!time!step!is!added!to!it.!
!
#!Movement!model!
!
! d.proj[t]<I!d[t]+sState[DDstate[tI1]]!#!Projected!mean!for!depth!at!time!t!is!defined!as!the!depth!at!the!
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previous!time!step!plus!the!vertical!speed!calculated!above!
!
!!!!d[t+1]~dnorm(d.proj[t],tau)!#!Depth!at!time!t+1!is!drawn!from!a!Normal!distribution!centered!on!the!
acceleration!the!projected!mean!for!depth!at!time!t!with!a!depth!precision,!tau.!!
!!!!!!
!!!!mids[t+1]!~!dunif(d[t+1]Ihalfwids[t+1],!d[t+1]+halfwids[t+1])!#!data!dictate!that!d[t+1]!is!bound!above!and!
below!by!the!halfwidth!of!the!dive!zone!at!t+1!
!
! ! }!#!closes!t!loop!
}! !
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8.7 Priors!for!behavioural!coefficients!
Code!written!in!R!version!2.13.1!(2011I07I08)!(R!Development!Core!Team,!2011).!
!
zones!<I!matrix(c(1,2,3,4),ncol=4,byrow=F)!
layout(zones,!widths=c(2/7,2/7,2/7,1/7),heights=c(1,1,1,1));!layout.show(4)!
!
cex.axis!<I!cex.lab!<I!1.8!
!
#!zone!1:!DESCENT!
t<I1:250!
b1<I!I0.055!
b2<I0.02!
b3<I0.055!
mu1<Iexp(7+b1*t)!
mu2<Iexp(2+b2*t)!
mu3<Iexp(I4+b3*t)!
p1<Imu1/(mu1+mu2+mu3)!
p2<Imu2/(mu1+mu2+mu3)!
p3<Imu3/(mu1+mu2+mu3)!
!
par(mar=c(4,5,0,0))!
plot(t,p1,!ylim=c(0,1),!lwd=1.2,!type="l",!xaxt="n",!xlab="Time!(min)",!ylab="P(transition!FROM!Descent)",!
cex.axis=cex.axis,!cex.lab=cex.lab,!bty="n")!
lines(t,p2,!lwd=1.2,!col="red")!
lines(t,p3,!lwd=1.2,!col="green")!
xmax!<I!ceiling(250*4/60)!
xmax/5!
axis(1,!at=axTicks(1,!axp=c(0,250,4)),!labels=seq(0,xmax,length.out=5),!cex.axis=cex.axis)!
!
#!zone!2:!BOTTOM!
t<I1:250!
b1<I!I0.08!
b2<I0.0!
b3<I0.08!
mu1<Iexp(10+b1*t)!
mu2<Iexp(5+b2*t)!
mu3<Iexp(I10+b3*t)!
p1<Imu1/(mu1+mu2+mu3)!
p2<Imu2/(mu1+mu2+mu3)!
p3<Imu3/(mu1+mu2+mu3)!
!
par(mar=c(4,5,0,0))!
plot(t,p1,!ylim=c(0,1),!lwd=1.2,!type="l",!xaxt="n",!xlab="Time!(min)",!ylab="P(transition!FROM!Bottom)",!
cex.axis=cex.axis,!cex.lab=cex.lab,!bty="n")!
lines(t,p2,!lwd=1.2,!col="red")!
lines(t,p3,!lwd=1.2,!col="green")!
xmax!<I!ceiling(250*4/60)!
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xmax/5!
axis(1,!at=axTicks(1,!axp=c(0,250,4)),!labels=seq(0,xmax,length.out=5),!cex.axis=cex.axis)!
!
#!zone!3:!ASCENT!
t<I1:250!
b1<I!I0.06!
b2<I0.0!
b3<I0.09!
mu1<Iexp(10+b1*t)!
mu2<Iexp(5+b2*t)!
mu3<Iexp(I10+b3*t)!
p1<Imu1/(mu1+mu2+mu3)!
p2<Imu2/(mu1+mu2+mu3)!
p3<Imu3/(mu1+mu2+mu3)!
!
par(mar=c(4,5,0,0))!
plot(t,p1,!ylim=c(0,1),!lwd=1.2,!type="l",!xaxt="n",!xlab="Time!(min)",!ylab="P(transition!FROM!Ascent)",!
cex.axis=cex.axis,!cex.lab=cex.lab,!bty="n")!
lines(t,p2,!lwd=1.2,!col="red")!
lines(t,p3,!lwd=1.2,!col="green")!
xmax!<I!ceiling(250*4/60)!
xmax/5!
axis(1,!at=axTicks(1,!axp=c(0,250,4)),!labels=seq(0,xmax,length.out=5),!cex.axis=cex.axis)!
!
#!zone!4:!Legend!
par(mar=c(4,4,0,0))!
plot(t,p1,!ylim=c(0,1),!type="n",!xaxt="n",!yaxt="n",!xlab="",!ylab="",!bty="n")!
legend(x=I30,!y=0.2,!legend=c("TO!Descent",!"TO!Bottom",!"TO!Ascent"),!col=c(1,2,3),!lty=c(1.3,1.3,1.3),!
bty="n",!cex=cex.lab)! !
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8.8 MultiIstate!random!walk!dive!path!simulation!!!!
Code!written!in!R!version!2.13.1!(2011I07I08)!(R!Development!Core!Team,!2011).!
!
Dstate!<I!0!
sw!<I!0!
d!<I!0!
d.proj!<I!0!
tau2!<I!0!
sState!<I!0!
betazero!<I!matrix(NA,!nrow=3,!ncol=3)!
betatwo!<I!matrix(NA,!nrow=3,!ncol=3)!
td!<I!0!
tf!<I!0!
i!<I!0!
mu!<I!matrix(NA,!nrow=3,!ncol=1000)!
m!<I!matrix(NA,!nrow=3,!ncol=1000)!
mvec!<I!matrix(NA,!nrow=1000,!ncol=3)!
DDstate!<I!state!<I!Dstate!<I!0!
t!<I!1!
!
###################!simulation!
!
Dstate[1]<I1!#!You!start!the!dive!in!DESCENT!(state!1)!so!you!wont!have!accumulated!any!time!in!flat!mode!so!
tf!starts!at!zero!
DDstate[1]!<I1!
mvec[1,]!<I!c(1,0,0)!
state[1]!<I!1!
!
sw[1]<I0!#!Multiplier!for!tf!in!DESCENT!(state!1)!
sw[2]<I1!#!Multiplier!for!tf!in!FLAT!(state!2)!
sw[3]<I0!#!Multiplier!for!tf!in!ASCENT!(state!3)!
!
d[1]<I0.5!#!Depth!at!time!step!1!
d[2]<I1.0!#!Depth!at!time!step!2!
d.proj[1]<I0.11!#!Temporary!carrier!for!depth!
!
td[1]<I1!#!Starting!value!for!time!
tf[1]<I0!#!tf!at!beginning!of!time!step!1!
tf[2]<I0!#!tf!at!beginning!of!time!step!2!
cpf<I10!#!Cumulative!time!in!state!2!as!a!proxy!for!satiation.!The!idea!is!for!this!to!be!calculated!over!a!moving!
time!window!eventually.!
!
#!stateIspecific!rate!of!vertical!displacement!!
sState[1]<I!3.343337!!
sState[2]<I!0.007497271!!
sState[3]<I!I3.373051!!
!
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tau1!<I!0.25!#!inertia!on!speed!from!18!threeIday!accelerometer!depth!records!!
!
#!Coefficients!for!state!transition!matrix!
!
#!intercept!
betazero[,1]!<I!c(7,2,I4)!!
betazero[,2]!<I!c(10,5,I10)!!
betazero[,3]!<I!c(10,5,I10)!!
!
#!oxygen!
betatwo[,1]!<I!c(I0.055,0.2,0.055)!!
betatwo[,2]!<I!c(I0.08,0.0,0.08)!!
betatwo[,3]!<I!c(I0.06,0.0,0.09)!!
!
while(d[t]!>!0){!
!
! t!<I!t+1!
! !
! td[t]<Itd[tI1]+1!#!Update!to!the!next!time!step!by!incrementing!time!index!by!1!
!
! i[t]<IDstate[tI1]!#!Let!state!at!the!previous!time!step!determine!the!value!of!i.!State!can!take!on!values!1:3!so!
we!are!using!it!here!as!a!column!index!
!
! #!State!transition!matrix!I!Transition!3!always!a!complement!of!1!and!2!
!
! mu[1,t]!<I!exp(betazero[1,i[t]]!+!betatwo[1,i[t]]*td[t])!
!
! mu[2,t]!<I!exp(betazero[2,i[t]]!+!betatwo[2,i[t]]*td[t])!
! !
! mu[3,t]!<I!exp(betazero[3,i[t]]!+!betatwo[3,i[t]]*td[t])!
!
! #!row!1,!column!1!
! m[1,t]!<I!mu[1,t]/(mu[1,t]+mu[2,t]+mu[3,t])!#!Linear!predictor!for!state!1!
!
! #!row!2,!column!1!
! m[2,t]!<I!mu[2,t]/(mu[1,t]+mu[2,t]+mu[3,t])!#!Linear!predictor!for!state!2!
!
! #!row!3,!column!1!
! m[3,t]!<I!mu[3,t]/(mu[1,t]+mu[2,t]+mu[3,t])!#!Linear!predictor!for!state!3!
! !
#!State!determination!
mvec[t,]!<I!rmultinom(n=1,!size=1,!prob=m[,t])!
!
DDstate[t]!<I!max(1,min(3,mvec[t,1]*1+mvec[t,2]*2+mvec[t,3]*3))!#!Dstate!is!determined!using!the!vector!of!
outcomes,!mvec,!and!vector!of!state!values,!v!
state[t]!<I!rnorm(1,!DDstate[t],!1/sqrt(10))!#!checks!whether!the!state!I!am!providing!(state)!agrees!with!the!
state!I!am!estimating!(Dstate)!
!
Dstate[t]!<I!max(1,min(3,round(state[t])))!
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#!Dstate[t]!
!
tf[t+1]<Isw[Dstate[t]]*(tf[t]+1)!#!This!controls!whether!tf!is!incremented!or!not!in!the!given!time!step.!The!
dummy!variable,!sw,!controls!when!this!happens.!If!not!in!state!2,!the!number!of!time!steps!spent!in!flat!
mode!is!reIzeroed!by!being!multiplied!by!zero,!otherwise!one!time!step!is!added!to!it.!
!
#!Movement!model!
!
! d.proj[t]!<I!d[t]+sState[Dstate[tI1]]!#!Projected!mean!for!depth!at!time!t!is!defined!as!the!depth!at!the!
previous!time!step!plus!the!vertical!speed!calculated!above!
!
! d[t+1]!<I!rnorm(1,!d.proj[t],!tau1)!!
!#!Depth!at!time!t+1!is!drawn!from!a!Normal!distribution!centred!on!the!projected!mean!for!depth!at!time!t!
with!inertia,!tau1.!!
!!!!!!
! }!#!closes!t!loop! !
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Appendix!III:!Supplementary!figures!for!chapter!2
!
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!
Figure!2.6.!Smooth!density!scatterplots!for!the!observed!relationship!between!maximum!dive!depth!and!horizontal!displacement!(speed,!m/s)!
for!each!individual!(columns).!
!
!
Figure!2.7.!Smooth!density!scatterplots!for!the!observed!relationship!between!maximum!dive!depth!and!dive!duration!(sec)!for!each!individual!
(columns).! !
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!
Figure!2.8.!Smooth!density!scatterplots!for!the!observed!relationship!between!maximum!dive!depth!and!temperature!structure!of!the!water!
column!(δC/m)!at!the!dive!location,!for!each!individual!(columns).!
!
!
Figure!2.9.!Smooth!density!scatterplots!for!the!observed!relationship!between!maximum!dive!depth!and!Julian!day,!for!each!individual!
(columns).!Month!boundaries!are!delineated!with!vertical!dashed!white!lines!and!month!initials!listed!at!the!top!of!each!figure!(April!to!
November,!A!to!N).! !
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!
Figure!2.10.!Smooth!density!scatterplots!for!the!observed!relationship!between!maximum!dive!depth!and!percentage!gravel!in!the!sediment!at!
the!location!of!the!dive,!for!each!individual!(columns).!
!
!
Figure!2.11.!Smooth!density!scatterplots!for!the!observed!relationship!between!maximum!dive!depth!and!percentage!sand!in!the!sediment!at!
the!location!of!the!dive,!for!each!individual!(columns).! !
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!
Figure!2.12.!Smooth!density!scatterplots!for!the!observed!relationship!between!maximum!dive!depth!and!percentage!mud!in!the!sediment!at!
the!location!of!the!dive,!for!each!individual!(columns).! !
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!
!Figure!2.14.!Maps!of!model!predictions!for!female!897!on!a!1!km2!grid,!the!blue!circles!represent!the!track!of!the!animal.!Map!a)!shows!
maximum!dive!depth!predictions!during!daylight!(Light)!and!darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!legend!and!contours!denote!predicted!depth!in!
meters.!Map!b)!shows!predicted!relative!maximum!dive!depth!(maximum!dive!depth!divided!by!available!depth)!during!daylight!(Light)!and!
darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!legend!shows!the!maximum!dive!depth!relative!to!the!available!depth,!and!the!contours!show!actual!depth!in!
meters.!Maps!c)!to!e)!show!sediment!distribution:!c)!the!percentage!of!gravel!at!dive!locations,!d)!the!percentage!of!sand!at!dive!locations,!and!
e)!the!percentage!of!mud!at!each!location.! !
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!
Figure!2.14!(continued)! !
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!
Figure!2.14!(continued)! !
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!
Figure!2.15.!Maps!of!model!predictions!for!
female!902!on!a!1!km2!grid,!the!blue!circles!
represent!the!track!of!the!animal.!Map!a)!shows!
maximum!dive!depth!predictions!during!daylight!
(Light)!and!darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!legend!
and!contours!denote!predicted!depth!in!meters.!
Map!b)!shows!predicted!relative!maximum!dive!
depth!(maximum!dive!depth!divided!by!available!
depth)!during!daylight!(Light)!and!darkness!
(Dark).!The!colour!legend!shows!the!maximum!
dive!depth!relative!to!the!available!depth,!and!
the!contours!show!actual!depth!in!meters.!Maps!
c)!to!e)!show!sediment!distribution:!c)!the!
percentage!of!gravel!at!dive!locations,!d)!the!
percentage!of!sand!at!dive!locations,!and!e)!the!
percentage!of!mud!at!each!location.!
!
! !
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!
Figure!2.15!(continued)!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
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! !
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!
!
Figure!2.15!(continued)! !
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Figure!2.16.!Maps!of!model!predictions!for!female!908!
on!a!1!km2!grid,!the!blue!circles!represent!the!track!of!
the!animal.!Map!a)!shows!maximum!dive!depth!
predictions!during!daylight!(Light)!and!darkness!(Dark).!
The!colour!legend!and!contours!denote!predicted!depth!
in!meters.!Map!b)!shows!predicted!relative!maximum!
dive!depth!(maximum!dive!depth!divided!by!available!
depth)!during!daylight!(Light)!and!darkness!(Dark).!The!
colour!legend!shows!the!maximum!dive!depth!relative!
to!the!available!depth,!and!the!contours!show!actual!
depth!in!meters.!Maps!c)!to!e)!show!sediment!
distribution:!c)!the!percentage!of!gravel!at!dive!
locations,!d)!the!percentage!of!sand!at!dive!locations,!
and!e)!the!percentage!of!mud!at!each!location.!
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!
Figure!2.16!(continued)!
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!
Figure!2.16!(continued)! !
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!
Figure!2.17.!Maps!of!model!predictions!for!female!910!on!a!1!km2!grid,!the!blue!circles!represent!the!track!of!the!animal.!Map!a)!shows!
maximum!dive!depth!predictions!during!daylight!(Light)!and!darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!legend!and!contours!denote!predicted!depth!in!
meters.!Map!b)!shows!predicted!relative!maximum!dive!depth!(maximum!dive!depth!divided!by!available!depth)!during!daylight!(Light)!and!
darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!legend!shows!the!maximum!dive!depth!relative!to!the!available!depth,!and!the!contours!show!actual!depth!in!
meters.!Maps!c)!to!e)!show!sediment!distribution:!c)!the!percentage!of!gravel!at!dive!locations,!d)!the!percentage!of!sand!at!dive!locations,!and!
e)!the!percentage!of!mud!at!each!location.! !
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!
Figure!2.17!(continued)! !
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!
Figure!2.17!(continued)! !
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!
Figure!2.18.!Maps!of!model!predictions!for!female!915!on!a!1!km2!grid,!the!blue!circles!represent!the!track!of!the!animal.!Map!a)!shows!
maximum!dive!depth!predictions!during!daylight!(Light)!and!darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!legend!and!contours!denote!predicted!depth!in!
meters.!Map!b)!shows!predicted!relative!maximum!dive!depth!(maximum!dive!depth!divided!by!available!depth)!during!daylight!(Light)!and!
darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!legend!shows!the!maximum!dive!depth!relative!to!the!available!depth,!and!the!contours!show!actual!depth!in!
meters.!Maps!c)!to!e)!show!sediment!distribution:!c)!the!percentage!of!gravel!at!dive!locations,!d)!the!percentage!of!sand!at!dive!locations,!and!
e)!the!percentage!of!mud!at!each!location.! !
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!
Figure!2.18!(continued)! !
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!
Figure!2.18!(continued)! !
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!
Figure!2.19.!Maps!of!model!predictions!for!female!916!on!a!1!km2!grid,!the!blue!circles!represent!the!track!of!the!animal.!Map!a)!shows!
maximum!dive!depth!predictions!during!daylight!(Light)!and!darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!legend!and!contours!denote!predicted!depth!in!
meters.!Map!b)!shows!predicted!relative!maximum!dive!depth!(maximum!dive!depth!divided!by!available!depth)!during!daylight!(Light)!and!
darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!legend!shows!the!maximum!dive!depth!relative!to!the!available!depth,!and!the!contours!show!actual!depth!in!
meters.!Maps!c)!to!e)!show!sediment!distribution:!c)!the!percentage!of!gravel!at!dive!locations,!d)!the!percentage!of!sand!at!dive!locations,!and!
e)!the!percentage!of!mud!at!each!location.!
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!
Figure!2.19!(continued)! !
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!
Figure!2.19!(continued)! !
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!
Figure!2.20.!Maps!of!model!predictions!for!female!
921!on!a!1!km2!grid,!the!blue!circles!represent!the!
track!of!the!animal.!Map!a)!shows!maximum!dive!
depth!predictions!during!daylight!(Light)!and!
darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!legend!and!contours!
denote!predicted!depth!in!meters.!Map!b)!shows!
predicted!relative!maximum!dive!depth!(maximum!
dive!depth!divided!by!available!depth)!during!
daylight!(Light)!and!darkness!(Dark).!The!colour!
legend!shows!the!maximum!dive!depth!relative!to!
the!available!depth,!and!the!contours!show!actual!
depth!in!meters.!Maps!c)!to!e)!show!sediment!
distribution:!c)!the!percentage!of!gravel!at!dive!
locations,!d)!the!percentage!of!sand!at!dive!
locations,!and!e)!the!percentage!of!mud!at!each!
location.! !
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!
Figure!2.20!(continued)!
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!
Figure!2.20!(continued)!
